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ABSTRACT

Las Campanas Observatory (LCO) [URL 12] uses data – collected by several devices that
measure atmospheric conditions – as basic information for its work. The purpose of this
senior thesis is to design, implement and deploy a real-time system for collecting, storing
and displaying atmospheric conditions information (SCSDAC) automatically.

The resulting system has been installed and is currently helping to detect certain adverse
meteorological conditions that pose a risk to the delicate optical systems of the LCO
telescopes and instruments. It is also improving the efficiency of telescope procedures that
depend on certain atmospheric conditions. It provides several features, such as displaying
atmospheric conditions information in diverse layouts that allow users to analyze data and
the relationships between them.

Climatic and atmospheric data obtained will be used in the future as a basis for selecting
one of three possible sites for a next generation Extremely Large Telescope (ELT) at LCO,
the “Giant Magellan Telescope (GMT) [URL 9]”. The data will also help in choosing the
most appropriate geometry for the GMT dome, as well as determining insulation, cooling,
and heating requirements for the dome and control facility. The SCSDAC may allow the
development of statistical profiles of atmospheric behavior, thus enabling predictive
capabilities for atmospheric conditions at LCO.
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RESUMEN

El Observatorio Las Campanas (LCO) utiliza como información básica para su
funcionamiento datos recolectados por diversos instrumentos que miden condiciones
atmosféricas. El objetivo del presente proyecto de tesis es implementar un sistema en
tiempo real de recolección, almacenamiento y despliegue de información de condiciones
atmosféricas (SCSDAC).

El sistema resultante ha sido instalado y actualmente colabora en la detección de ciertos
fenómenos atmosféricos que implican riesgos para los delicados y costosos instrumentos de
observación de LCO.

Asimismo, el SCSDAC aumenta la eficiencia de ciertos

procedimientos de telescopio que dependen de las condiciones atmosféricas. El sistema
provee funciones tales como despliegue de información de condiciones atmosféricas en
diversas formas que permiten a los usuarios analizar los datos y las relaciones que existen
entre ellos.

La información climática y atmosférica obtenida será utilizada en el futuro como base para
seleccionar la mejor de cuatro posibles ubicaciones para un “Telescopio Extremadamente
Grande” (ELT por sus siglas en inglés), el “Giant Magellan Telescope (GMT) [URL 9]”.
También ayudará tanto en la elección de la geometría óptima para la cúpula del GMT como
a determinar los requerimientos de aislamiento, calefacción y enfriamiento de la cúpula y
las instalaciones de control.

El sistema permitirá asimismo el desarrollo de perfiles

estadísticos de comportamiento atmosférico, habilitando así capacidades de predicción de
condiciones atmosféricas en LCO.
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INTRODUCTION

Las Campanas Observatory (LCO) – established in 1969 – is the main astronomical
observing site for the Carnegie Institution of Washington. It is located approximately 100
kilometers north of La Serena, Chile, at an altitude of 2,400 meters, in a dark and clear
skies region. Its telescopes are the “Swope” 1-meter, the “du Pont” 2.5-meter and the twin
“Magellan” 6.5-meter. Carnegie operates the latter – remarkable members of the latest
generation of giant telescopes – for the Magellan Telescope Consortium, whose other
members are Harvard, MIT, and the Universities of Arizona and Michigan.

This

consortium is currently developing a next generation optical/IR telescope: the Giant
Magellan Telescope (GMT).

“Some of the research interests of Carnegie staff astronomers are to understand
the origin, structure, and dimensions of the universe; the nature and distribution
of dark matter; and the formation, evolution, and structure of galaxies.
Another central theme of LCO’s research since the 1920s has been the Hubble
constant, H0, which measures size and age of the universe.

The Hubble

constant requires determining the distances to remote galaxies, which are
extraordinarily difficult to measure. Many Observatory Staff Members work
on pieces of this task, using a great variety of objects, including binary stars for
distances within our galaxy and supernovae for distances to very remote
objects.” [URL 12]

Several current pursuits were first begun by Carnegie astronomers decades ago, but only
now projects like GMT are giving hope that answers are at hand. GMT’s key scientific
priorities include: understanding the origin and evolution of planetary systems, observing
the formation of stars, galaxies and black holes and exploring the properties of dark matter
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and dark energy in the cosmos. For the GMT project to succeed, certain site requirements –
which are explained in section 3.2 – must be met.

The present project will implement a reliable real-time system for collecting, storing and
displaying atmospheric conditions information automatically.

The SCSDAC must be

effective, efficient, timely, easy to use and extensible in the sense of allowing the addition
of new measuring devices. It should also generate alarms in the case of unsafe climatic
conditions. The telescope domes enclosing sensitive astronomical instruments must be
closed rapidly when conditions such as high humidity or wind speed occur.

The goals of this project are 1) to measure the variables needed to analyze and choose the
best out of three pre-selected sites for the GMT and 2) to help protect telescope and
instrument optics from damage or deterioration due to adverse climatic conditions. In
addition, this project may eventually enable the possibility of generating predictive
capacities concerning climatic and atmospheric behavior at LCO.

Chapter two lists and explains the general and specific objectives. Chapter three introduces
the GMT project and its site requirements as well as the measuring instruments and the site
characteristics implied in the SCSDAC project. Chapter four reviews real-time systems
and the software tools used. Details about the project life cycle, requirements and system
analysis are discussed in Chapter five, including roles and data sources descriptions.
Chapters six and seven achieve a more detailed description of the system components and
how they were implemented. Chapter eight discusses how the system was installed, tested
and debugged. Finally, conclusions are exposed in Chapter ten.

9

2

GENERAL AND SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

General objective

This project intends to design, implement and deploy a real-time system that allows
collecting, storing and displaying atmospheric conditions information automatically. The
objectives are to aid in the selection of the best site for the GMT, to increase the efficiency
of observations that depend on atmospheric conditions and to help protect telescopes and
instruments at LCO from damage due to adverse meteorological conditions.

Specific objectives

•

To define the problem.

•

To describe currently existing software and hardware that will be used for the
SCSDAC.

•

To identify and to describe necessary elements, requirements and specifications for
implementing the SCSDAC.

•

To design the SCSDAC, satisfying requirements and specifications.

•

To implement and integrate the modules that comprise the SCSDAC.

•

To deploy and to validate the SCSDAC.

10

3

3.1

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND CURRENT SITUATION

GMT Project

The partners of the Magellan Telescope Consortium are developing a next generation
optical/IR telescope: The Giant Magellan Telescope (GMT). Its primary mirror will consist
of seven 8.4m diameter mirrors, each of which has twice the collecting area of the
Magellan telescopes.

Figure 1: The GMT is shown on the right at the same scale as the Magellan 6.5m telescope. [URL 9]

The new telescope will have the resolving power of a filled aperture 24.5 meters in
diameter; “the total gain in sensitivity compared to the Magellan telescope is more than a
factor of 100 and its spatial resolving power will be 10 times that of the Hubble Space
Telescope.” [URL 9]
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Figure 2: The light grasp of Carnegie telescopes, this is, the product of the telescope collecting area and the
field-of-view divided by the image size.[URL 9]

Technology has driven many of the greatest discoveries in astronomy and this motivates
building the most powerful scientific instruments possible. The GMT is an innovative
approach to moving past the size limit for casting and polishing individual glass elements.

“One of the limiting factors in the performance of ground-based telescopes is
the blurring introduced by the atmosphere. The GMT will use the latest in
adaptive optics technology to correct for image degradation due to
atmospheric turbulence. A deformable mirror composed of a thin glass shell
and thousands of mechanical actuators will adjust its shape 100 times each
second to match the image distortions induced by the atmosphere.

This

sharpening of the images allows the telescope to work to its full potential,
both in terms of sensitivity and angular resolution.” [URL 9]

GMT’s key scientific priorities are: understanding the origin and evolution of planetary
systems, studying the formation of stars, galaxies and black holes and exploring the
properties of dark matter and dark energy in the cosmos.
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Currently the GMT program is mid-way through its conceptual design phase. The schedule
for GMT is shown in Figure 3, where the current SCSDAC project is part of the Conceptual
Development.

Figure 3: GMT project schedule. [GMT05]

The purpose of the present project is to aid in the site testing and site selection tasks
highlighted in Figure 3, by collecting the data necessary to test the site requirements
discussed below.

3.2

GMT Site Requirements

The following is excerpted from “The Giant Magellan Telescope Science Requirements”
[GMT04] document.

•

“Seeing requirements: The site shall be thoroughly tested for atmospheric seeing
and must have a median FWHM better than 0.6” at 550nm at the zenith with a goal
of 0.5” or better. At least two seeing measurement techniques (e.g. Differential
Image Motion, Multi-Aperture Scintillation Sensors) shall be used to characterize
the site. Every attempt shall be made to characterize the ground-layer seeing
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component of the site, consistent with technical limitations. This may include
computational fluid dynamic studies as well as direct measurements of the
atmospheric turbulence profile and image motion studies.

•

Weather Conditions: Effective use of the telescope requires that conditions allow
its use during a high fraction of the available nights. The fraction of photometric
nights is required to be greater than 60% with a near-term goal of greater than 70%.
Spectroscopic nights (useable nights with some cloud) should, together with
photometric nights, account for more than 70% of all nights, averaged over the year
with a goal of greater than 80%. The fraction of clear hours expected to be lost to
winds in excess of the operating limit should be less than 2%.

3.3

Quantities measured

In order to fulfill the project goals described in Chapter two, the following quantities are
measured:

Weather conditions

•

Atmospheric temperature: “Measure of the relative warmth or coolness of an
object” [URL 4], in this case, the atmosphere. It is greatly influenced by both the
land and the sea areas. At low altitudes, surface temperature of the earth also
determines the air temperature. Periodic changes are due mainly to the heating of
the land areas of the earth caused by the sun. The earth in turn conveys heat to the
overlying air. In this case, the temperature gradient is of particular interest because
of its influence on astronomical instruments. For the purposes of this project,
temperature is measured in Celsius degrees.
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•

Relative humidity: “Moisture content of the atmosphere; a primary element of the
climate. It’s the ratio of the actual water-vapor content of the air to its total capacity
at a given temperature”. [URL 3] For astronomic observing purposes, humidity
must not frequently rise above 80%, as this condition causes damage to the
instruments if exposed.

•

Wind speed and direction: “Wind is the flow of air relative to the earth's surface.
A wind (direction) is named according to the point of the compass from which it
blows.” [URL 5]

Wind direction depends directly on atmospheric pressure

distribution, as wind tends to blow from high to low-pressure regions. Wind
direction is measured in degrees from north towards the direction of east. For this
project, wind speed is measured in miles per hour. Telescopes are sensitive to wind
shake, so this quantity should be smaller than 35 mph in general and less than 30
mph if wind blows from southwest.

•

Atmospheric pressure: “Force per unit area exerted by an atmospheric column
(that is, the entire body of air above the specified area). Atmospheric pressure
usually is measured with a mercury barometer (hence the commonly used synonym
barometric pressure), which indicates the height of a column of mercury that exactly
balances the weight of the column of atmosphere.” [URL 7] Pressure decreases
rapidly with height in the atmosphere, halving about every 5.5 km. [0]Changes in
atmospheric pressure are related to weather patterns; for example low pressure
zones are most often associated with stormy conditions like clouds, wind, and
rainfall. Pressure is measured in millibars.

Astronomical conditions

Air masses of different temperatures move at relatively different speeds causing what is
known as atmospheric turbulence. It occurs at different levels in the atmosphere due to
15

landscape topology at lower layers and to temperature and pressure differences at
higher layers. Two quantities that characterize atmospheric turbulence are:

•

Seeing: A measure of the quality of astronomical images, seeing is a manifestation
of turbulence in the atmosphere. It is measured as the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the stellar image profile, defined as the light intensity or brightness of a
stellar image as a function of position in an image (Figure 4). Seeing is measured in
arc-seconds. Values larger than one are generally considered poor astronomical
observing conditions and denote a greater amount of atmospheric turbulence. Few
locations in the world, however, have good conditions with any regularity.

Figure 4: Image profile of a sample star. The stellar image is wonderfully sharp, with a FWHM of only 0.198
arc-seconds (Subaru Telescope, National Astronomical Observatory of Japan) [URL 15]
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Figure 5: 300 second exposure of the double QSO 0512-3329 obtained with the Magellan I 6.5 Meter
telescope on December 4, 2000. The two images are separated on the sky by 0.644 arc-second and are fully
resolved in this frame where the image sizes are 0.34 arc-second FWHM.[URL 2]

•

Scintillation: Scintillation is the fluctuation of stellar light intensity – caused by
atmospheric turbulence – as a function of time. It is what causes stars to appear to
twinkle to the naked eye. Scintillation is another manifestation of turbulence in the
atmosphere, which distorts the plane wave of the incident light received at the
telescope.

This distortion makes the image profile wider, thus increasing the

FWHM or seeing. “Scintillation index is traditionally defined as a variance of light
flux normalized by the square of the mean flux or, equivalently, as a variance of
relative flux fluctuations.” [Kon02] The relative amounts of scintillation within
concentric rings that make up a stellar image can be used to determine the profile of
turbulence with altitude in the atmosphere.
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3.4

Instruments

The quantities described above are measured by the following instruments:

•

Weather stations: The Vantage Pro Wireless Weather Stations contain all the
sensors needed to measure the weather conditions mentioned. “They include two
components: the Integrated Sensor Suite (ISS) which houses and manages the
external sensor array (anemometer, rain collector, and temperature and humidity
sensors) and the console that provides the user interface, data display, A/D
conversion, and calculations. The ISS and the console communicate via an FCC
certified [URL 8], license-free transmitter and receiver. The wireless ISS is solar
powered with a battery backup.” [Dav01]

It measures data from the local

environment and transmits them to the console that displays data and can also
communicate through a serial to Ethernet converter (which admits a single
connection) with an open source computer program called Meteo. This application
retrieves data every 2.5 seconds from the console and writes them into a MySQL
database in a UNIX PC. Data are displayed by the program through a web page
located in the same computer.

•

Meade 10” LX200GPS Telescope: An astronomical telescope that has a 10”
Schmidt-Cassegrain optical tube assembly (D = 254mm, F = 2500mm f/10),
mounted on a fork base that points the telescope to the desired position by means of
a DC-servo-motor-controlled worm gear. The telescope and its movements are
controlled by a fully updateable microprocessor – with a 3.5Mb flash memory – and
a control panel. It has a GPS system with 16-channel GPS receiver, which helps in
orienting the telescope. [URL 11]

•

SBIG CCD, Charge Coupled Device Cameras: A CCD is a sensitive image
sensor. It is a silicon chip whose pixels convert photons of light received from a
18

telescope into electronic signals that can then be used to make images of
astronomical objects. For this project, two different kinds of cameras will be used:
•

The Model ST-7XMEI is an imaging camera with a Full Frame Resolution
of 765x510 pixels (field of view of 12x8 arc-minutes) at 9 microns square.
All electronics are integrated into the Optical Head; it has no CPU. [URL
14]

•

The Model ST-5C is a frame transfer device. It is a “two piece system
consisting of an Optical Head and a CPU. The Optical Head houses the
CCD and Preamplifier and the CPU contains the Readout and Control
Electronics. The Full Frame Resolution is 320x240 pixels at 10 microns
square.” [San96] This camera will be temporarily used for tests only; it has
been discontinued by the manufacturer and it will be replaced by ST-7s.

The most significant difference between these cameras is that the ST5 is a frame
transfer device whereas the ST7 is a full frame CCD. The shutter in a full frame
CCD is mechanical whereas in a frame transfer device the shutter is electronic
allowing significantly shorter exposure times. The seeing measurement methods
required by the use of these cameras are distinct because their minimum exposure
times are significantly different (5 ms for ST5 and 0.12 s for the ST7). The ST5
camera can measure the seeing in two directions (X and Y). The ST7 only measures
in the X direction as it is used in a continuous read-out mode to overcome the longer
minimum exposure time.

• DIMM, Differential Image Motion Monitor: It is a seeing monitoring device.
Two images of a star, corresponding to light having traveled through two parallel
columns in the atmosphere, are recorded by a CCD. The variance of the differential
motion of these images is related to the seeing from a large telescope by
atmospheric turbulence theory developed by Fried in the late 1960s. The DIMM
uses inexpensive commercially available telescopes with computer-controlled
19

pointing, an ST5/ST7 SBIG CCD camera and a personal computer with minimum
requirements. [Bus04] This instrument is controlled by a program called CDIMM
written for the Windows XP environment. Every night it saves data into a log file,
writing data with a frequency between 2 and 5 minutes, depending on the camera
type.

• MASS, Multi-Aperture Scintillation Sensor: “MASS is an instrument to measure
the vertical distribution of turbulence in the terrestrial atmosphere by analyzing the
scintillation of bright stars. When stellar light passes through a turbulent layer and
propagates down, its intensity fluctuates. The spatial scale of these variations
depends on the distance to the layer. This dependence is used to separate the
contributions from different layers by means of four concentric-ring apertures that
work as a matched spatial filter. Turbulence profile is derived from the statistical
processing of the series of photon counts with 1 ms sampling.” [URL 17] This
instrument works combined with a small telescope, a CCD and a DIMM. It is
controlled by a program called Turbina, executed in a UNIX environment, which
outputs information into a log file every night, saving data every minute. The
MASS-DIMM-telescope cooperation is controlled by CDIMM.

• Magellan Telescopes Guide Cameras: The guide cameras are part of the guider
mechanisms for the Magellan telescopes. Telescopes must be “guided” in order to
counteract earth rotation and keep the object being observed in the same position in
the observation field during every exposure. For this purpose, the telescope uses a
camera lens placed in front of a small CCD on a moveable probe, which shows a
direct image. This whole guiding mechanism works by following the movement of
a bright star located near the object being observed. The light coming from this
bright star is used to calculate seeing as explained in figure 4. The data obtained
from the guide cameras are written approximately every 2 minutes to a data file
created every night.
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3.5

Sites

As stated before, three different sites (Figure 6) have been pre-selected for locating the
GMT.

Figure 6: Project sites. This picture, taken from the Saddle site, shows the other three locations. [GMT05]

The instruments that will be used on this project are distributed as shown in Figure 7, in
these four locations:

•

Manqui site: (2450 m elevation) Both Magellan telescopes (with their guide
cameras) are located here. There is also a weather station and a seeing tower, which
contains the MASS-DIMM system. This site has been equipped as a benchmark for
the other three sites.

•

Saddle site: (2308 m) This and the following sites have a weather station and a
seeing tower, which contains a DIMM.

•

Alcaíno Peak site: (2410 m) This site also has a wireless connection to Campanas
peak site.

•

Campanas Peak site (2551 m)
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Figure 7: Instruments layout

Before this project, only weather station data were automatically saved into separate and
denormalized databases and displayed in graphs in a webpage. DIMM and guide camera
data were manually extracted from their log files with no displaying and the MASS was not
operative. The main task of this project was to build a real-time system, the SCSDAC,
which must automate the data manipulation processes: it must collect data from several
measuring devices, store them into a central and normalized database and display them in
useful graphs in a website, integrating all of the aforementioned instruments. The system
must be efficient, effective, timely, easy to use and extensible for possible new measuring
devices.

Additionally, it should generate alarms in case bad weather conditions –

detrimental for the delicate and expensive components of the telescopes – take place, such
as high relative humidity or wind speed.
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4

4.1

CONCEPTS AND TOOLS REVIEW

Real-time systems

A real-time system is a computer system that interacts repeatedly with its environment and
must react to incoming stimuli in a certain time. It is not enough that the actions taken are
correct; they must be executed on time.

“It might be worth pointing out that "real-time" is not necessarily synonymous
with "fast"; that is, it is not the latency of the response per se that is at issue (it
could be of the order of seconds), but the fact that a bounded latency sufficient
to solve the problem at hand is guaranteed by the system.” [URL 6]

Real-time systems must be reliable.

They are mostly used on traffic control,

telecommunications and multimedia systems.

The variables measured by a real-time

system are valid during a certain time frame and their measurements can be event-triggered
or directed by time. Raw incoming data are filtered and analyzed to obtain validated data,
generating alarms when incorrect or out of range data occur and identifying their cause
and/or origin. Real-time systems usually interact with people through the display of data
and trends, alarms, data logging and reports. They behave regularly and their actions are
executed repeatedly in specified periods of time.

Real-time systems can be classified as shown in Table 1:
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Table 1: Real-time systems classification [Car03]
Control

Critical or hard

Non-critical or soft

• Strict response time
• Temporal behavior determined by the
environment
• Predictable behavior during overload
• Critical security requirements
Fail-safe

Guaranteed response

• Works with partial loss of functionality

Best-effort

• Analytically guaranteed response time
• Maximum workload and possible
failures are defined
Resource-adequate

• Best-effort temporal behavior
• Maximum workload and possible failures are
not defined
Resource-inadequate

• Designed to guarantee temporal
behavior during maximum workload
Event-triggered

• Uses resources economically reasonable
• Only for non-critical systems
Time-triggered

• Is activated by a state change
occurrence
• Base mechanism: interruptions
Installation

Flexible response time
Temporal behavior determined by computer
Degraded behavior during overload
Non-critical security requirements

Fail-soft

• Fail-safe detention
• High probability of detecting failures
Real-time

•
•
•
•

Conventional

• Is activated in predetermined time instants
• base mechanism: clock

Embedded

• Installed in conventional computers
• All computer conventional tasks are
available

Centralized

• Computer is only a part of a bigger
engineering system. It is not visible or
programmable to the user. It has limited
resources and the user interface is specific to
the application.
Distributed

• The system functionality relies on the
main computer

• Several computers interconnect and interact
through a network

The SCSDAC fulfills the characteristics of a soft real-time system: its response time is
flexible and determined by the computer, its behavior during overload is degraded and
security requirements are not critical. It is also a fail-soft system, because the system can
operate with a partial loss of functionality. It is a guaranteed response system, as its
response time is analytically guaranteed, the workload is determined and below maximum
system capability limits and the possible failures are controlled and neutralized. The
SCSDAC is a resource-inadequate system, because some hardware and software
components were selected for their low or null cost, sometimes to the detriment of quality.
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It is mostly time-triggered although some functions are event-triggered. It is conventional
because it is installed in conventional computers and it can be modified. Finally, it’s a
centralized system, because its operation relies on the server machines.

4.2

Tools

The following is a brief explanation of the tools selected for this project and the reasons
why they were chosen. This project had no budget for software (except for a few Microsoft
Windows XP licenses), so the options were reduced to open source only.

•

Linux was chosen as the operating system for the servers because it provides high
security and it is more suitable for open source software. It also provides standard
services and good performance. The distribution used is Fedora Core 3, because of
networking policies at LCO.

•

PHP 4.3.8 (recursive acronym for "PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor") was selected for
most of the programming.

“It is a widely-used open source general-purpose

scripting language that is especially suited for Web development and can be
embedded into HTML.”[URL 16] It was selected because its syntax is rather
simple though it offers a wide variety of advanced features. It can be used on many
operating systems, including Linux and Microsoft Windows and it runs on most
web servers today. Furthermore, it allows the use of procedural programming or
object oriented programming, or a mixture of them. Also, one of its strongest and
most significant features for this project is the native support provided by PHP for a
wide range of databases. [URL 16]
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•

Apache Server version 2 was used as web server. It is included in Fedora Core 3
package. It was selected as a web server to contain the SCSDAC website as it has
proved to be a fast, stable and secure web server.

•

PostgreSQL 7.3. “PostgreSQL is a highly-scalable, SQL compliant, Open Source
object-relational database management system.”[URL 13] It offers many features,
such as complex queries, triggers, transactional integrity and multi-version
concurrency control. PostgreSQL can be extended by the user by adding new data
types, functions, operators, index methods and procedural languages. Advantages
over other database systems are:
•

Low cost (free)

•

Reliability and stability

•

Extensibility

•

Cross platform

•

Designed for high volume environments [URL 13]

• Grace 5.1.17: This tool was selected for producing graphs. “Grace is a WYSIWYG
tool to make two-dimensional plots of numerical data. It runs under UNIX, VMS,
OS/2, and Windows. Its capabilities are roughly similar to GUI-based programs
like Sigmaplot or Microcal Origin plus script-based tools like Gnuplot or Genplot.
Its strength lies in the fact that it combines the convenience of a graphical user
interface with the power of a scripting language, which enables it to do
sophisticated calculations or perform automated tasks. Its license is GPL.” [URL
10] From a file, Grace can read command lines that control the appearance of the
graphs to generate jpg-formatted graphs automatically.

•

C++: It is an object-oriented programming language. It was used with the purpose
to adapt the Meteo software – written in this language – for the SCSDAC.
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•

UML: “The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a standard language for
specifying, visualizing, constructing, and documenting the artifacts of software
systems.

The UML uses mostly graphical notations to express the design of

software projects.”[URL 1] It aids in automating production, improving quality and
reducing cost of the software, managing the complexity of systems. It also helps
solving recurring architectural problems, such as physical distribution, concurrency,
replication, security, load balancing and fault tolerance. “Each UML diagram is
designed to let developers and customers view a software system from a different
perspective and in varying degrees of abstraction.” [URL 1] UML diagrams that
will be used in this project are:

•

Use Case Diagram: displays the relationship among actors and use cases.

•

“Component Diagram: displays the high level packaged structure of the
code itself. Dependencies among components are shown, including source
code components, binary code components, and executable components.”
[URL 1]

•

Sequence Diagram: an interaction diagram that “displays the time sequence
of the objects participating in the interaction. This consists of the vertical
dimension (time) and horizontal dimension (different objects).” [URL 1]

•

“Activity Diagram: displays a special state diagram where most of the
states are action states and most of the transitions are triggered by
completion of the actions in the source states. This diagram focuses on flows
driven by internal processing.” [URL 1]

•

“Deployment Diagram: displays the configuration of run-time processing
elements and the software components, processes, and objects that live on
them. Software component instances represent run-time manifestations of
code units.”[URL 1]
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Figure 8: Software tools scheme.
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5

REQUIREMENTS AND SYSTEM ANALYSIS

The development method that best adapts to this project is a function-oriented life cycle.
This scheme was selected because it adjusts properly to a small-sized project and includes a
feedback process between the design and implementation stages, which allows changes to
be carried out when requirements vary during development. It also allows top-down
deployment where high level modules are encoded first. Consequently, the following
stages were defined:

1. Requirement analysis: The goals of this stage were to identify deficiencies in the
current user environment (hardware, software, response time) and to establish
objectives and goals for the SCSDAC.
2. System analysis: through this step a logical model was to be developed. This model
represents a formal description of whatever the SCSDAC must do.
3. Design: the objectives were to develop a data model and to define the program
modules and the interfaces between them.
4. Implementation: this phase includes codification and modules integration.
5. Deployment:

modules

were

separately

tested,

during

and

right

after

implementation, in a feedback cycle. Simultaneous tests were also completed after
all the modules were finished.

In this stage the SCSDAC was installed and

accepted, and old and new data were loaded into the database.

5.1

Requirements analysis

To construct the SCSDAC, requirements were gathered from interviews with project
supervisors Joanna Thomas-Osip and Mark Phillips and from existing hardware and
software documentation.
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5.1.1 Functional requirements
Related functional requirements were grouped into sections, according to the characteristics
of the tasks that should be implemented to fulfill them: data acquisition, database and data
display, as shown in Table 2. Low priority requirements are not included in the current
project.

Table 2: Functional requirements
Section
Data acquisition

Database

Data display

Requirement
The system must collect data from Davis Vantage Pro
weather stations that output data through a TCP connection
via a serial to Ethernet converter every 2.5 seconds.
The system must collect data from DIMMs, MASS and
guide cameras log files, which reside in their respective
computers. Data are written in the log files within short
periods of time (1 to 5 minutes, depending on the
instrument).
The system must collect data from an All Sky Camera.
The system must collect data from a tipping radiometer
(measures precipitable water vapor).
The system must gather jet stream maps and satellite
images from a specified website.
The system must collect seeing information from Magellan
science images.
Gathered data must be saved into a normalized data base,
each row with a timestamp indicating the moment they
were inserted.
Bad quality data must be flagged.
Corrupt data must be saved.
Corrupt data should be saved separately.
The database must be backed up in another machine with a
certain frequency, in order to minimize data loss in case of
any failure.
Data must be displayed on the Internet through a website.
The website must show current data graphs: last 12 hours
for the weather stations and current or last night for the
other devices. These pages must refresh automatically
every few minutes. The variables to be displayed are
shown in Table 3.
Historical data for every instrument must be available in
the form of graphs and plain text. Users should be able to
select variables and period of time. The variables to be
displayed are listed in Table 3.
Following administrative options must be available
through a username and password:
• Add or delete an instrument.
• Modify properties of the instruments..
• Flag bad data.
Statistics and histograms for the data must be available.
Cross correlation of data from all instruments must be
displayed.
Multi-location graphs must be displayed.
Database user defined queries from the website must be
enabled.
Data must be gathered, stored and displayed in the shortest
time possible.
Operator logs with information about focus adjustments
and other comments or relevant problems must be stored
and displayable.
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Attributes
Evident

Priority
High

Evident

High

Evident
Evident

Low
Low

Evident

Low

Evident

Low
High

Evident
Evident
Hidden
Evident

High
High
High
High

Evident

High

Evident

High

Evident

High

Evident

High

Evident
Evident

Low
Low

Evident
Evident

Low
Low

Evident

High

Evident

Low

Table 3 lists the variables selected by the project supervisors to be displayed in the website.
All of them should be available as historical data. Variables that should be displayed in the
current graphs are pointed out in cursive.
Table 3: Variables available in the website
INSTRUMENT VARIABLES
Temperature
Dew point
Weather
stations

MASS

INSTRUMENT VARIABLES

1

Seeing

1

Guide cameras

Airmass

Humidity
Pressure

Count 4
Seeing

Wind speed

Strehl ratio 2

Wind gust 4

Flux 4

Wind direction
Free atmosphere seeing
Isoplanatic angle

Relative rms flux variation 5
Noise contribution
Measurements

DIMMs

AO time constant

Airmass 2

Airmass 4

Dx

Channel d flux

4

Dy 3

Restored turbulence profile 4

FWMHx vs. FWMHy 3 5

Turbulence profile 5
2
: Graphed together.
: Graphed together.
4
5
: Available in text only.
: Available in graphs only
1

3

: Available for ST-5 DIMM only.

5.1.2 Non-functional requirements
Table 4: Non-functional requirements
Requirement
The website must be compatible with the most common browsers and
hardware (Internet Explorer, Netscape).

Attribute

Priority

Hidden

High

Access to administrative options must be restricted.

Evident

High

Several users must be admitted concurrently.

Hidden

High

The website must be user friendly and easy to use.

Evident

High

Developments tools and programming languages must be Open Source.

Evident

High

The system must operate without interruption.

Hidden

High

A user manual must be delivered.

Evident

High

The system must be easy to extend i.e. to add a new device.

Hidden

High

Data recovery after database communication problems must be possible.

Hidden

High

A single device failure must not affect the whole system operation.

Hidden

High

Recovery time after failure must be as short as possible.

Evident

High

The system must be capable to find failure origins efficiently.
Implementation process must produce readable code, thus smoothing future
modifications.
Two similar personal computers are needed: one for housing the database and
web servers and the programs and scripts required for system operation and
the second for backup purposes.
Hard drives must provide enough space for the system to operate without
backing up for long periods of time. Processor must be fast enough to
accomplish user requirements.

Hidden

High

Hidden

High

Hidden

High

Hidden

High

A web server is needed for housing the website.

Hidden

High

Certain information must be available for sharing with other observatories.

Evident

Low
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Requirements analysis generated the UML Use Case diagram, which shows the SCSDAC
functionality in relation to external interactions (Figure 9).

Figure 9: UML Use Case diagram
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The main roles of the people who interact with the system are three:
•

Users: people who search the website for public data. They can only access the
public section of the website.

•

Telescope Operators: they receive automatic warning emails from the system
whenever weather conditions change.

•

System Administrator: supervises system performance. He can access all website
data and has permissions to modify instruments information.

5.2

System Analysis

5.2.1 System Organization
As established in the requirements analysis, a normalized database is needed to store all
instrument data and a website is required to display them. Their servers (database and
website) and most of the programs needed for the SCSDAC should reside in the main
computer or server added to LCO local network as in Figure 10. This figure also includes
the backup server and a summary of the layout of the measuring instruments shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 10: Final hardware layout
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Figure 11 shows the SCSDAC model.

The programs residing in the main server

communicate with the instruments (weather stations, DIMMs, MASS and guide cameras)
to gather data, storing them into the database. These data are frequently backed up in the
secondary server and can be retrieved in different formats (text and graphs) by users
through a website.

Figure 11: SCSDAC Model

5.2.2 Data sources
The DIMMs, MASS and guide cameras output their information into data files with similar
frequencies, so the algorithms to extract data from these files and put them into the database
are similar too. These instruments work only at night.
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MASS data file
Every night the MASS generates an ASCII file, named yymmdd.mass, where yymmdd is the
date of the evening of the observation night. The file contains the data obtained by the
MASS. It is updated every minute approximately. It contains 12 different types of lines,
distinguished by their leading characters. Each line contains several fields composed of
alphanumeric characters delimited by spaces.

Regular expressions distinguish the

following types of lines:

Table 5: Types of lines of the MASS data file
Type
P
O
M
#
I
F
A
Tx
Tl
Rx
Rl
L
>

Content
Background measurements
Target star information
Airmass
Temperature, comments and lines that contain field names
Scintillation index average values with relative errors
Average channel flux with relative errors
A set of atmospheric parameters (seeing, isoplanatic angle, etc) computed from averaged Cn2
turbulence moments with respective relative errors
Restored turbulence profile intensities with the X method
Restored turbulence profile intensities with the L method
Residuals between observed and restored scintillation indices normalized by the observed indices
(X method)
Residuals between observed and restored scintillation indices normalized by the observed indices
(L method)
LED fluxes, errors and non-Poisson parameters
Comments

The header and the first loop of a sample *.mass file according to the format given above is
presented below (data in bold type are stored into the database and time is UT):
(…)
P 2004-09-13 23:18:38 Operations\Detectors statistics measurement\AccumTime=60
P 2004-09-13 23:18:38 Operations\Background measurement\AccumTime=10
P 2004-09-13 23:18:38 Operations\Background measurement\TelescopeShift=Empty
P 2004-09-13 23:18:38 Operations\Background measurement\Background=0.7 0.9 1.2
1.8
P 2004-09-13 23:18:38 Bicounters\Channels\ChannelA=Counter 2A
P 2004-09-13 23:18:38 Bicounters\Channels\ChannelB=Counter 2B
(…)
O 2004-09-13 23:27:32 7790 Alp Pav
20 25 39
-56 44 06
B05 1.94 0.20
# 2004-09-13 23:27:40 Temperature: -20.0
# 2004-09-13 23:27:45 Temperature: 18.2
M 2004-09-13 23:27:46 Normal 1.23
#L
UT
Light FLUX_A e_FLUX_A P
FLUX_B e_FLUX_B P
FLUX_C e_FLUX_C
P
FLUX_D e_FLUX_D P
L 2004-09-13 23:28:40 0.10 408.2 0.000 1.007 852.9 0.000 1.047 756.7 0.000 1.012
349.8 0.001 1.115
#I
UTbeg
SI_A
e_SI_A
SI_B
e_SI_B
SI_C
e_SI_C
SI_D
e_SI_D
DSI_AB
e_DSI_AB DSI_AC
e_DSI_AC DSI_AD
e_DSI_AD DSI_BC
e_DSI_BC
DSI_BD
e_DSI_BD DSI_CD
e_DSI_CD DESI_A
e_DESI_A DESI_B
e_DESI_B DESI_C
e_DESI_C DESI_D e_DESI_D UTend
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I 2004-09-13 23:28:46 0.0638
0.021 0.0550
0.020 0.0404
0.019 0.0257
0.019 0.0012
0.212 0.0064
0.040 0.0188
0.027 0.0025
0.062 0.0126
0.024 0.0042
0.028 0.0044
0.044 0.0033
0.035 0.0020
0.027 0.0008
0.031 2004-09-13 23:29:48
#F
UT
FLUX_A e_FLUX_A FLUX_B e_FLUX_B FLUX_C e_FLUX_C FLUX_D
e_FLUX_D
F 2004-09-13 23:29:16
57.71
0.002
85.35
0.002
327.0
0.002
500.7
0.002
#A
UT
fSee e_fSee See
e_See
fM0
e_fM0
M0
e_M0
fHeff e_fHeff Heff e_Heff Isopl e_Isopl M2
e_M2
Tau
e_Tau
A 2004-09-13 23:29:16
0.22
0.053
0.00
0.000 6.54e-14
0.088 1.00e-17
0.000 12674
0.043
1
0.000 2.55
0.013 1.20e-05
0.027 4.55
0.027
#T
UT
Met Nz Chi2
SeeCn z_1 Cn2_1
z_2 Cn2_2
z_3 Cn2_3
z_4 Cn2_4
z_5 Cn2_5
z_6 Cn2_6
T 2004-09-13 23:29:16
L 3 11.31 0.22 0.7 1.21e-14 1.6 5.22e-15 14.0 3.52e14
R 2004-09-13 23:29:16
L
0.013 -0.002 -0.019 -0.010 -0.003 -0.035 -0.001
-0.108 -0.027 -0.061
T 2004-09-13 23:29:16
X 6 10.77 0.22 0.5 1.55e-14 1.0 4.08e-17 2.0 9.19e16 4.0 9.14e-15 8.0 6.85e-18 16.0 2.84e-14
R 2004-09-13 23:29:16
X
0.039
0.021 -0.003 -0.029 -0.033
0.009
0.020
-0.088 -0.007 -0.028

DIMMs data files
Every night each DIMM generates two ASCII files, named dimmX_ddmmmyyyy_Y.see and
dimmX_ddmmmyyyy_Y.t12, where X is the DIMM name, ddmmmyyyy is the date of the
evening of the observation night and Y is the CCD type (5 for st5 or 7 for st7). These files
contain the data obtained by the DIMM. They are updated approximately every minute. In
the following extractions from a sample file, data stored into the database are in bold type.
The meaning of the fields is explained in Appendix 1.

Below are two lines from the sample file dimm1_27Oct2004_5.see. Columns are: date, UT
time, HR star number, star name, airmass, measurements, FWHM, fx, fy, t1_flux, dx
and dy.
2004-10-27 21:50:33 7790 A_Pav 1.15 224 0.654 0.565 0.743 27385 85.9
2004-10-27 21:53:09 7790 A_Pav 1.14 222 0.677 0.687 0.666 27240 86.0

0.1
0.0

The two lines below are from the sample file dimm1_27Oct2004_5.t12. Columns are: HR
star number, date, UT time, t1_measurements, t1_FWHM, t1_fx, t1_fy, t1_flux, t1_fnoise,
t1_scint_1, t1_scint_2, t1_str_1, t1_str_2, t2_measurements, t2_FWHM, t2_fx, t2_fy,
t2_flux, t2_fnoise, t2_scint_1, t2_scint_2, t2_str_1 and t2_str_2.
7790
0.500
7790
0.496

2004-10-27 21:50:33 112 0.539 0.463 0.616 27385 0.052 0.109 0.108 0.491
112 0.611 0.531 0.690 55565 0.022 0.080 0.081 0.490 0.493
2004-10-27 21:53:09 111 0.601 0.601 0.602 27240 0.052 0.093 0.090 0.491
111 0.591 0.609 0.573 54224 0.023 0.103 0.103 0.494 0.495
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Below are two lines from the sample file dimm1_27Oct2004_7.see. Columns are: date, UT
time, HR star number, star name, airmass, measurements, FWHM, f_lin, f_exp and
flux, dx.
2004-10-27 21:37:33 7790 A_Pav 1.15
2004-10-27 21:38:40 7790 A_Pav 1.15

1800 0.659 0.652 0.666
1800 0.645 0.638 0.651

53140 95.6
60876 95.5

The following six lines from the sample file dimm1_27Oct2004_7.t12 correspond to
measurements done in the same loop that the first line of the file above. Columns are: HR
star number, date, UT time, milliseconds, exposures, FWHM, flux, f_noise, scint_1,
scint_2, str_1 and str_2.
7790
7790
7790
7790
7790
7790

2004-10-27
2004-10-27
2004-10-27
2004-10-27
2004-10-27
2004-10-27

21:37:33
21:37:33
21:37:33
21:37:33
21:37:33
21:37:33

5
10
15
20
25
30

1800
900
600
450
360
300

0.643
0.634
0.621
0.606
0.587
0.567

53140
106286
159427
212584
265705
318835

0.002
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.081
0.077
0.072
0.065
0.059
0.052

0.082
0.078
0.073
0.067
0.062
0.054

0.524
0.523
0.522
0.521
0.520
0.519

0.522
0.521
0.520
0.518
0.517
0.515

Guide cameras data file
Every night the guide cameras generate an ASCII file for each Magellan telescope, named
fwhm_cts_airm_X.dat, where X is the Julian date (of the evening of the observation night).
This file contains the data obtained by the guide cameras. It is updated every 30 seconds
approximately. An extraction from a sample file below contains the following data: Julian
date and time (UT), camera, raw_FWHM, counts, airmass, altitude, azimuth and filter. All
the data are stored, but the date and time are first converted to Gregorian calendar. The
meaning of the fields is explained in Appendix 1.
2453549.835545
2453549.836360
2453549.836717
2453549.837080

1
1
1
1

1.690
1.783
1.977
1.701

32168
40127
51614
56280

1.618
1.622
1.626
1.630

252.6252
252.5890
252.5524
252.5159

38.0734
37.9658
37.8574
37.7491

1
1
1
1

The weather station mechanism is different: the console must be woken up to retrieve a
certain number of data packets directly into the database. Weather stations gather data
continuously, during day and night.
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Weather station data packet
Only values read directly from sensors are included in the packet. Quantities like dew point,
which is obtained from them, must be calculated. The packet also contains information on
the current status of Vantage alarm conditions, battery status, weather forecasts, and sunrise
and sunset times. Data needed are highlighted in bold type in the following Table.

Table 6: Weather station data packet
Field
"L"
"O"
"O"
"P"
Packet Type
Next Record
Barometer
Inside Temperature
Inside Humidity
Outside Temperature
Wind Speed
10 Min Avg Wind Speed
Wind Direction
Extra Tempeartures
Soil Temperatures
Leaf Temperatures
Outside Humidity
Extra Humiditys
Rain Rate
UV
Solar Radiation
Storm Rain
Start Date of current Storm
Day Rain
Month Rain
Year Rain
Day ET
Month ET
Year ET
Soil Moistures
Leaf Wetnesses
Inside Alarms
Rain Alarms
Outside Alarms
Extra Temp/Hum Alarms
Soil & Leaf Alarms
Transmitter Battery Status
Console Battery Voltage
Forecast Icons
Forecast Rule number
Time of Sunrise
Time of Sunset
"\n" <LF> = 0x0A
"\r" <CR> = 0x0D
CRC
Total Length

Offset
0
1
2
3
4
5
7
9
11
12
14
15
16
18
25
29
33
34
41
43
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
66
70
71
72
74
82
86
87
89
90
91
93
95
96
97
99

Size
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
7
4
4
1
7
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
1
1
2
8
4
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2

Content
Identifies a LOOP packet.
Identifies a LOOP packet.
Identifies a LOOP packet.

Current pressure. In (in Hg/ 1000).

In (°F / 10).
In mph.
In sexagesimal degrees. South is 0º.

In inches.

ISS battery status.
Voltage = ((Data * 300)/512)/100.0

Transmission error detection.
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5.2.3 Data display
The website should contain the following sections to accomplish the requirements stated in
Table 2:
•

Current data: displays data measured in the last 12 hours for weather stations and
last or current night’s, for the rest of the instruments.

•

Historical data: displays data for a custom period of time, showing custom
variables in graphs or as plain text.

•

Administrative section: this subdivision should provide all the administrative
options, i.e. modifying instruments information, adding or deleting a device or
flagging bad data.

Figure 12 shows a sequence diagram for historical data retrieval.

Figure 12: Sequence diagram for historical data retrieval.
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6

DESIGN

The SCDAC tasks determined in the system analysis were grouped according to their
function into a set of modules, which have their own variables and constants. To build the
system, five modules were defined as shown in the UML Component Diagram (Figure 13):

Figure 13: UML component diagram. Users interact only with the Website component.

.
6.1

Data acquisition

The data acquisition component consists of a set of programs that retrieve atmospheric data
from the measuring instruments and put them into the database.

As stated before, the programs that gather data from the guide cameras, DIMMs and MASS
are all based on one single algorithm (Figures 14 and 15). Although there is a separate
application for each type of instrument, these programs have only slight differences,
according to the characteristics of each device.
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Nightly, each of these measuring devices creates a data file, where it outputs information
with a short frequency (between 1 and 5 minutes, depending on the instrument). The
programs search the database for the last inserted row. Then, they explore the respective
data file and retrieve all data written after last row's date, validating and storing them into
the database.

Figure 14: Sequence diagram for DIMM, MASS and guide cameras data acquisition.

A log file is produced by every program every night, registering errors and exceptions that
happen during operation. Lines that do not fit the expected format are also stored in this
log file and into a special table in the database. The programs run every night, while the
instruments work: starting an hour after sunset and finishing an hour before sunrise. They
collect data from the log files every 2 minutes.
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Figure 15: UML activity diagram for DIMM, MASS and guide cameras programs.

The weather station algorithm (Figures 16 and 17) wakes up the station console (which
“sleeps” in order to save energy) and then asks it for 10 data packets, which are sent,
received, validated and stored into the database every 2.5 seconds, flagged as good or bad
meteorological conditions or as corrupt data (when the package contains incoherent data).
Warning e-mails are sent to the system administrator if climatic conditions change from
good to bad and vice-versa, when corrupt data are read and when connection problems
occur.
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Figure 16: Sequence diagram for weather stations data acquisition.
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Figure 17: UML activity diagram for weather station program

A log file is created and stored in the server, containing the pertinent information, in case
any of the following actions take place:
•

weather station sends corrupt data,

•

bad meteorological conditions occur,

•

console doesn’t “wake up”,

•

“read time out” problems occur or

•

connection problems between the station and the database take place.

If the database is momentarily unavailable, data are written into a temporary file, in order to
save information, which is stored later automatically.
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6.2

Database

The database stores collected data, as well as the required functions and triggers. Its design
was built according to user requirements and data output by the measuring instruments,
obtaining the model displayed in Figure 18. The model provides the structures for storing:
•

general information (about instruments, sites and system users),

•

atmospheric conditions data and

•

auxiliary data used by the SCSDAC processes.

Figure 18: database logical model.
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The content of the database tables is described in Table 7:
Table 7: database tables.
Name
usr
location
device
last_line

catalog
object
log
corrupt_data
meteostation
dimm_five
dimm_seven
dimm_seven_t1t2
mass_led
mass_fatr
mass_background

mass_scint
guidecam

Content
Usernames and passwords for the administrative section of the website.
Site codes.
Characteristics of the measuring instruments.
Buffer table that contains the last inserted row for every device (except the weather
stations). This information is required in every loop of the data acquisition
programs; consequently it must be accessed easily and fast.
Characteristics for the set of stars used by MASS and DIMMs measurements.
Associates catalog stars with the time when they are used by the MASS and DIMMs.
Transactions performed in the last hour (for backup purposes).
Data read by the data acquisition programs that do not contain what they are
expected to.
Data gathered by weather stations, battery and transmitter status, plus the date and
time and a flag.
Data extracted from *5.see and *5.t12 files plus a flag and the date and time when
the data were stored.
Data extracted from *7.see file plus a flag and the date and time when the data were
stored.
Data extracted from *7.t12 file plus a flag and the date and time when the data were
stored.
LED fluxes data from the MASS output file (information from lines that begin with
an L) plus a flag and the date and time when the data were stored.
Data from the MASS output file from lines that begin with an F, A, T and R, plus a
flag and the date and time when the data were stored.
Background measurements data from the MASS output file (information from one of
the lines that begin with a P) plus a flag and the date and time when the data were
stored.
Scintillation index data from the MASS output file (information from lines that begin
with an I) plus a flag and the date and time when the data were stored.
Data extracted from the guide cameras output file plus a flag and the date and time
when the data were stored.

MASS data are separated into different tables; data grouped in the same table are generated
by the instrument with the exact same date and time. DIMM data are classified according
to the file type they are read from.

Some tables are not completely normalized to the third form in order to save storage space
and keep short response time for the database queries. If every table was normalized to the
third form, the database size would increase due to empty fields.

The fields and data types of the tables are detailed in Appendix 1. According to them, the
database dimension (Table 8) was calculated to grow approximately to 37 Gb in 10 years.
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Table 8: database dimensioning.
Table name
location*
device*
last_line*
catalog*
usr*
log*
corrupt_data
object
guidecam
meteostation
dimm_seven
dimm_seven_t1t2
mass_background
mass_fatr
mass_led
mass_scin
*: Tables with fixed size.

Rows/hour Rows/day Rows/year

28
174
5760
204
1224
88
52

260.4
20
1618.2
138240
1897.2
11383.2
1,5
818.4
1
483.6

4
11
30
148
5
6500
95046
7300
590643
50457600
692478
4154868
547,5
298716
365
176514

Row size
(bytes)
15
52
25
75
23
127
74
25
53
51
49
55
39
235
79
55

Total
(10 years)
60
572
750
11100
115
825500
70334040
1825000
313040790
25733376000
339314220
2285177400
213525
701982600
288350
97082700
≈27.514 Gigabytes
Headers and

+10 others
TOTAL SIZE

6.3

=37.514

Gigabytes

Website

The Website component implements the user interface of the SCSDAC. It offers a set of
web pages that display current atmospheric information, allow historical data retrieval and
flagging of bad data and provide system administrative options. A sample UML activity
diagram is displayed in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: UML activity diagram for historical data retrieval.

The Website was organized into three modules:

•

latest_data: set of public web pages that display:
o the latest weather station data and graphs,
o the current DIMMs, MASS and guide cameras graphs if it is observation
time or the plots of the last night if it is daylight time.
Weather pages refresh every 2 minutes while the other pages do so every 5 minutes.
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•

summary_data: set of public web pages that allow users to retrieve historical data
from the database by selecting the desired quantities and range of time. Data can be
viewed in the form of text and/or graphs. The variables available are listed in Table
3 (Chapter five).

•

administration: set of restricted web pages that allow system administrator to:
o Add a new instrument by filling out a form (weather station, DIMM, MASS
or guide cameras).
o Modify instruments’ properties – such as location, IP, etc. – through a form.
o Update instruments’ status: system administrator can set an instrument’s
status as available or not available if necessary.
o Delete an instrument out of the system from an available list containing all
devices.
o Retrieve custom data from the database and flag out bad data.
The administration site can only be accessed through a username and password;
when a restricted page is reached, a script checks if the user is allowed in. If he is
not, the session will expire and the user will be redirected to the login page.

The final website design is shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: Website architecture

6.4

Mirroring

The mirroring algorithm works as follows: every transaction completed in the main server
database (insert, update or delete) activates a trigger that builds a string containing the SQL
command associated to the transaction and stores it into the log table. These transactions
are moved from the table into a text file every hour. Then, the file is copied into the
secondary server, where the file is read to execute all the transactions in the backup
database.
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In order minimize data loss and rapidly replace the main server in the case of a crash, a
latent copy of all the system modules working in the main server is present in the secondary
machine.

Once it is has been recovered, the main server can be set up as the new

secondary, as it contains all the required programs and files.

Figure 21: Mirroring module design

6.5

Graphing

This module draws the graphs displayed in the “current data” section in the Website,
retrieving active instruments data from the database every 5 minutes and calling a drawing
tool. First it obtains last 12 hours data for each weather station and draws two-dimensional
graphs.

Then, if it is observation time, it retrieves data corresponding to the other

instruments for the current night and graphs them as well.
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The graphs drawn by this module are listed in Table 9.

Table 9: Graphs list.
Instrument
DIMM

Graph title
FWHM

Relative rms flux variation

abs(FWHMx – FWHMy)

Dx

Airmass and Strehl Ratio

FWHMx vs. FWHMy

Guide cam

FWHM (arcsen)

MASS

Free atmosphere seeing

Isoplanatic Angle

AO time constant

CN^2 Profile

Weather
stations

Atm. Pressure (mbar)

Humidity (%)

Temperature and Dew Point

Wind Speed (mph)

Wind Direction

Wind Rose

Characteristics
y axis min = 0
y axis max = 2
y axis scale = normal
y axis min = 0
y axis max = 0.14
y axis scale = normal
y axis min = 0
y axis max = 0.5
y axis scale = normal
y axis min = dynamic
y axis max = dynamic
y axis scale = normal
y axis min = 0
y axis max = 2
y axis scale = normal
y axis min = 0
y axis max = 2
y axis scale = normal
y axis min = 0
y axis max = 2
y axis scale = normal
y axis min = 0
y axis max = 2
y axis scale = normal
y axis min = 0
y axis max = 5
y axis scale = normal
y axis min = 0
y axis max = 10
y axis scale = normal
y axis min = 0.25
y axis max = 25
y axis scale = logarithmic
y axis min = 740
y axis max = 775
y axis scale = normal
y axis min = 0
y axis max = 100
y axis scale = normal
y axis min = -30
y axis max = 25
y axis scale = normal
y axis min = 0
y axis max = 60
y axis scale = normal
y axis min = 0
y axis max = 360
y axis scale = normal
Polar graph
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7

IMPLEMENTATION

The computers selected as main and secondary servers are two Pentium IV machines with
1.5 GHz processors, 1 GB RAM and 160 GB hard drives, running under Fedora Core 3.

The implementation included the programming and debugging of every module designed
for the SCSDAC in the earlier stages. This phase was considered finished only after
depuration confirmed that every program and script performed its task appropriately.

7.1

Data Acquisition

The programs and files that perform the data acquisition are located in the main server.
They were programmed in PHP, except for the weather station application, which was
written in C++.

7.1.1 Weather stations
The weather station application wstation8.cc was written in C++, in order to simplify the
process of reusing parts of the existing free software package, Meteo, which allows
retrieval, storage and display of meteorological data obtained by four different models of
Davis weather stations. The Meteo software package was not adopted completely as a
solution for collecting the weather station data since it is unreliable, overly complicated and
contains too many unnecessary features. A reverse engineering process was necessary for
implementing a new and improved program. First, in order to reach a full comprehension
of how the Meteo code operates, the whole execution thread was followed through the
numerous (140) classes that the software includes.

Then the functionalities to be

reprocessed were selected. They accomplish the following tasks: building the connection
between console and computer, handling the protocol between both entities, requesting
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packages from the console and extracting data from received packages.

Finally, the

complementary functionalities, such as writing into the database, were programmed.

Table 10: Files that perform weather data acquisition
Item
wstation8.cc
xxxstation
check_station.php
stations.csh
logs

check_wdata.php
mail.php
wstation8.o

Purpose
Source code.
A copy of the main program.
Checks if a copy of the main program is executing.
Initializes a copy of the main program when called by check_station.php
Folder that contains the log files of every process.
Item
Purpose
temp.txt
Temporarily stores data when the connection with the database
fails.
Checks if there are data stored in the temporary file (and stores them into the
database if there are).
Sends warning and notification emails.
Object file.

Files listed in Table 10 are located in the stations folder in the main server. When a new
weather station is added to the system, the wstation8.cc source code is compiled into an
executable file named xxxstation, where xxx is the weather station ID generated
automatically by the SCSDAC when the station is added. The purpose of the xxxstation
program is to acquire data from a weather station and store them into the database.

The input parameters of the main program are: the weather station ID and the IP and port
number of its serial to Ethernet converter. Using these data and a TCP/IP socket the
program connects to the weather station. If this connection cannot be established, the
program writes an error message to the log, sends a notification by email to the system
administrator and dies. If the connection succeeds the program tries to connect to the
database. If the database connection fails, the gathered data are written to a temporary file
named temp.txt in folder logs, where they are stored until the connection is reestablished. A
program named check_wdata.php is executed daily by a cronjob in order to store data from
the temporary file into the database, if there are any.

To guarantee that the weather station processes (one for every active station) are executed
continuously, a cronjob for each station calls a PHP program named check_stations.php
every 15 minutes. First this program checks in the database if the station is active. Then, if
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the station is active, it searches for the matching copy of the main program in the operating
system list of running processes. If the appropriate copy of the main program is not
running, check_station.php calls station.csh to initialize it.

7.1.2 MASS
Table 11: Host side files that perform MASS data acquisition
Item
*.mass
copy.php

Purpose
MASS output data file.
Program that copies the *.mass file for the current night, from its original location into
public_html.

Table 12: Server side files that perform MASS data acquisition
Item
mass.php
mass_olddata.php
Logs

Purpose
Reads data from MASS output file and stores them into the database.
Tool that loads old data into the database (must be used manually).
Item
Purpose
mass
Log file for current night.
batch2.php
Moves and renames mass file into old folder.
old
Folder that contains old log files.
cronlog
Log file for the cronjob that calls mass.php.

The MASS output data files are copied by a program named copy.php from its original
location to the public_html folder in the MASS control computer. This program is called
every 2 minutes by a cronjob during observation time.

The server side files and programs listed in Table 12 perform the MASS data acquisition
and are located in folder mass in the main server. The program mass.php stores data from
the MASS *.mass data output file into the database. It is called by a cronjob every 2
minutes, starting every night an hour before sunset twilight end and finishing an hour after
sunrise twilight begin. The program searches the database for the MASS data (IP, ID and
state). If the state is active, it opens the data file (*.mass) at the MASS control computer
via HTTP. If the file is available, the program retrieves from the database the last line
inserted for each type of line. Then the program finds in the data file the information that
has not been read and stores it into the database, using regular expressions to distinguish
and validate the different types of lines. If a corrupt line is read, it is also stored in the
corrupt_data table.
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If any unexpected situation happens (file not found, database not available, a line is
corrupted, etc) a message is written into the MASS log file (named mass).

At midday the batch2.php program moves the log file into the old logs folder and names it
with the corresponding date.

7.1.3 DIMMs
Table 13: Host side files that perform DIMM data acquisition
Item
*.t12, *.see
Copy.bat
delete.bat

Purpose
DIMM output data files.
Program that copies the DIMM data files for the current night, from its original location into
wwwroot.
Deletes old data files from wwwroot folder every week.

Table 14: Server side files that perform DIMM data acquisition
Item
dimm.php
Copy.bat
batch1.php
dimm_olddata.php
Logs

Purpose
Reads data from DIMM output file and stores them into the database.
Local copy of the program that copies the data file at the DIMM control computer.
Updates and copies copy.bat file into the DIMM control computer.
Tool that loads old data into the database (must be used manually).
Item
Purpose
dimmX
Log file for current night.
batch2.php
Moves and renames dimmX file into old folder.
old
Folder that contains old log files.
cronlog_dimmX
Log file for the cronjob that calls dimm.php.

The DIMM output data files are copied by a program named copy.bat from its original
location to the wwwroot folder in each DIMM control computer. This program is called
every 2 minutes by a scheduled task during observation time.

The server side files and programs listed in Table 14 perform the DIMM data acquisition
and are located in folder dimm in the main server. The program dimm.php stores data from
a DIMM *.t12 and *.see data output files into the database. For each DIMM there is a
cronjob that calls the program every 2 minutes, starting every night an hour after sunset
twilight end and finishing an hour before sunrise twilight begin. The parameters for the
cronjob are the DIMM name and the file type (“5.see” or “7.see” and “7.t12”).
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The program searches the database for the DIMM data (IP, ID and state). If the state is
active, it opens the data file (*7.see, *7.t12 or *5.see and *5.t12) via HTTP in the DIMM
control computer. If the file is available, the program retrieves from the database the last
line inserted. Then the program finds in the data file the information that has not been read
and stores it into the database, using regular expressions to validate data. Corrupt lines are
also stored in the corrupt_data table.

If any unexpected situation takes place (file not found, database not available, a line is
corrupted, etc) a message is written into the DIMM log file.

At midday the batch2.php program moves the log file into the old logs folder and names it
with the corresponding date.

7.1.4 Guide cameras
Table 15: Server side files that perform guide cameras data acquisition
Item
guideceam.php
logs

Purpose
Reads data from the guide camera output file and stores them into the database.
Item
Purpose
guidecamX
Log file for current night.
batch2.php
Moves and renames guidecamX file into old folder.
old
Folder that contains old log files.
cronlog_magX
Log file for the cronjob that calls guidecam.php.
Temporal file used to verify that the date in the data file does not
lastcamX
decrease.

The *.dat guide cameras data output files are available in the HTTP server of their control
computers.

In the main server, the program guidecam.php stores data from the guide cameras data
output files into the database. The program is called by a cronjob every 2 minutes, starting
every night an hour after sunset twilight end and finishing an hour before sunrise twilight
begin. The parameter for the cronjob is the telescope number.
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The program searches the data file via HTTP. If the file is available, it connects to the
database and retrieves the last line inserted for every camera at that telescope. Then the
program finds in the data file the information that has not been read and stores it into the
database, using regular expressions to validate data. If a corrupt line is read, it is also
stored in the corrupt_data table.

If an unexpected situation happens (file not found, database not available, a line is
corrupted, etc) a message is written into the guide camera log file.

At midday the batch2.php program moves the log file into the old logs folder and names it
with the corresponding date.

7.2

Database

The database is implemented in PostgreSQL. As stated before, the tables store information
regarding the instruments, sites and system users, atmospheric conditions data and auxiliary
data used by the SCSDAC processes.

A complete list of the fields, data types and

constraints can be found in Appendix 1.

The tables that contain the data gathered from the instruments have a composite primary
key: the date and time when the register is stored and the instrument ID. The date and time
when the data are gathered is also stored as a separate field. All the registers have a field
called flag that shows whether the data meet certain criteria or not.

Stored procedures and triggers listed in tables 16 and 17 were programmed in PL/pgSQL
and are used to perform calculations and routines. They are executed directly in the
database and are thus faster than external applications.
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Table 16: database stored procedures
Name
dewpoint(temperature,humidity)
seeing(fx,fy)
valid_user
unit_pressure(x)
unit_rain(x)
unit_temperature(x)

Description
Calculates dew point from temperature and humidity.
Obtains final seeing from transversal seeing values, fx and fy for the
DIMM.
Validates usernames and passwords for the website.
Transforms atmospheric pressure from Hg inches to milibars.
Transforms rainfall from inches to millimeters.
Transforms temperature from Fahrenheit to Celsius degrees.

For the purpose of mirroring, triggers were created to write every transaction executed in
all other database tables into the log table using the SQL command format. Another set of
triggers was built to fill the last_line table, which stores the last row inserted by DIMMs,
MASS and guide cameras.

Finally, another trigger flags bad data for the MASS

instrument.

Table 17: database triggers
Name
tr_catalog
tr_corrupt_data
tr_last_line
tr_usr
tr_device
tr_location
tr_meteostation
tr_dimm_five
tr_dimm_seven
tr_dimm_seven_t1t2
tr_mass_led
tr_object
tr_mass_fatr
tr_mass_background
tr_mass_scint
tr_guidecam
last_dfive
last_dseven
last_dsevent12
last_mled
last_mbackground
last_mfatr

Description
Writes into the log table the SQL instructions for the transactions performed on
catalog table.
Writes into the log table the SQL instructions for the transactions performed on
corrupt_data table.
Writes into the log table the SQL instructions for the transactions performed on
last_line table.
Writes into the log table the SQL instructions for the transactions performed on usr
table.
Writes into the log table the SQL instructions for the transactions performed on
device table.
Writes into the log table the SQL instructions for the transactions performed on
location table.
Writes into the log table the SQL instructions for the transactions performed on
meteostation table.
Writes into the log table the SQL instructions for the transactions performed on
dimm_five table.
Writes into the log table the SQL instructions for the transactions performed on
dimm_seven table.
Writes into the log table the SQL instructions for the transactions performed on
dimm_seven_t1t2 table.
Writes into the log table the SQL instructions for the transactions performed on
mass_led table.
Writes into the log table the SQL instructions for the transactions performed on
object table.
Writes into the log table the SQL instructions for the transactions performed on
mass_fatr table.
Writes into the log table the SQL instructions for the transactions performed on
mass_background table.
Writes into the log table the SQL instructions for the transactions performed on
mass_scint table.
Writes into the log table the SQL instructions for the transactions performed on
guidecam table.
Updates last_line table when a new row is inserted into dimm_five table.
Updates last_line table when a new row is inserted into dimm_seven table.
Updates last_line table when a new row is inserted into dimm_seven_t1t2 table.
Updates last_line table when a new row is inserted into mass_led table.
Updates last_line table when a new row is inserted into mass_background table.
Updates last_line table when a new row is inserted into mass_fatr table.
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last_mscint
last_guidecam
last_object
update_type_mfatr
check_mass_data
check_mled_data

Updates last_line table when a new row is inserted into mass_scint table.
Updates last_line table when a new row is inserted into guidecam table.
Updates last_line table when a new row is inserted into object table.
Updates last_line table when an update is performed on mass_fatr. It also changes
the row flag from “i” (incomplete) to “g” (good) when the row is completed.
Validates MASS data.
Validates mass_led data.

Views were created in the database to allow users to access atmospheric data in the
appropriate units, to simplify the calculation of some quantities (like dew point and
FWHM) and hasten the retrieval of data from the database.

The views are:
Table 18: database views
Item
view_dimm_five
view_dimm_seven
wind_gust
Wstation

Purpose
Grants access to st5 DIMM data.
Grants access to st7 DIMM data.
Auxiliary view that contains the wind gust for the last 2 minutes for each weather
station (the wind gust is shown in the website but it is not stored in the database).
Grants access to weather stations data.

Indexes were created for the date field of tables and views containing MASS, DIMMs and
guide cameras data, with the objective of optimizing response time of the queries
performed in the Website.

7.3

Website

The Website was implemented in HTML, JavaScript and PHP. It resides in an Apache web
server. The scripts and files that compose the Website (Table 19) are located at the main
computer.
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Table 19: Website scripts and files.
Folder
/

latest_data

Item
home.html
menu.php
index.html
construct.html
index.php
device.php

dimm.php
guidecam.php
mass.php
get_wdata.php

wstation.php
summary_data

index.php

get_form_data.php
dimm_graphics.php
dimm_plain_text.php
dimm_fields.php
make_dimm_graphics4.php

gcam.php
gcam_fields.php
make_gcam_graphics.php

mass2.php
mass_fields.php
make_mass_graphics2.php
wstation.php
wstation_fields.php
make_weather_graphics.php

administration

login.php
logout.php
menu.php
nav.inc
bad_data.php
flagdimm.php
flagguidecam.php

Purpose
Website homepage.
Website menu.
Frames set. Contains home and menu.
Page that contains the message “under construction”.
Page that allows users to select a site and an instrument
to display its last data.
Script that reads the ID of the selected instrument and
redirects the user to the page that displays the graphs for
that instrument
Page that displays the graphs with the last data for the
selected DIMM.
Page that displays the graphs with the last data for the
guide cameras.
Page that displays the graphs with the last data for the
MASS.
Script that obtains the last weather data for the selected
weather station to display them as text in the page
wstation.php
Page that displays the graphs with the last weather data
for the selected weather station.
Page that allows users to obtain data by selecting a site,
an instrument, the time frame, the variables and the
display mode (text or graphs).
Script that stores user input (selected instrument, time
frame, variables and display mode).
Page that displays the user selected DIMM graphs.
Page that displays the DIMM data list selected by the
user.
Script that displays the variable names available for the
DIMM.
File that contains the functions necessary to draw the
graphs chosen for the selected DIMM, variables and time
frame.
Page that displays the graphs or data list for the guide
camera selected by the user.
Script that displays the variable names available for the
guide cameras.
File that contains the functions necessary to draw the
graphs chosen for the selected guide camera, variables
and time frame.
Page that displays the graphs or data list for the MASS.
Script that displays the variable names available for the
MASS.
File that contains the functions necessary to draw the
graphs chosen for the MASS, variables and time frame.
Page that displays the graphs or data list for the selected
weather station.
Script that displays the variable names available for the
weather stations.
File that contains the functions necessary to draw the
graphs chosen for the selected weather station, variables
and time frame.
Allows starting a session to enter the administrative
section.
Finishes session.
Homepage for the administrative section.
File that contains the HTML commands to generate the
menu that contains administrative options.
Restricted page that allows users to select an instrument
and define a time range to flag out bad data.
Restricted page that shows the DIMM data list selected
and enables flagging.
Restricted page that shows the guide camera data list
selected and enables flagging.
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flagmass.php
flagweather.php
changeflag.php
device.php

form_device2.php

lib

sql_device2.php
admlib.php

dblib.php

functions.php

Restricted page that shows the MASS data list selected
and enables flagging.
Restricted page that shows the weather data list selected
and enables flagging.
Script that changes the flag of the selected data and
redirects user to bad_data.php.
Restricted page that displays configuration information
about an instrument, allows deleting, updating or adding
an instrument (guide cameras information cannot be
updated. See User Manual for ways to force changes).
Restricted page that contains the form to add or update an
instrument.
Script that inserts, updates or deletes an instrument.
Contains following functions:
• cleanUserSession(): assigns the username and
password to session variables.
• checkUser(): verifies that the session is started
by a registered user.
• connectToDb():starts a connection with the
database.
• checkPass(): verifies that the user exists and that
the password is correct.
Contains the functions used by the graphics.php program
plus:
• lastDay(): returns the last day for a month.
• get_interval(): returns the time resolution used
by make_weather_graphics.php

To obtain the most recent data in graphical form, users can select instrument and location in
the “Current Graphs” link of the website.
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Figure 22: user interface sample screenshot (latest weather data section).

To retrieve historical data, users must fill out a form, specifying instrument, date and
quantities of interest. Information can be displayed in graphs or text.

Figure 23: historic data retrieval form.
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In order to enter administrative options, users must authenticate with username and
password. After the login page the administrative options are shown.

Figure 24: administrative options menu.

7.4

Mirroring

The final implementation of the database mirroring was achieved through database tables
and triggers (explained in section 6.4) and PHP programs.

Table 20: mirroring programs and files.
Item
mirroring1.php
mirroring2.php
log.dat
old

Purpose
Copies transactions from the log table into the log file.
Copies log file to the secondary server and executes the commands at the database.
Last log file generated by mirroring1.php.
Contains log files for the last month (files are named dd_hh_log.dat)

The program mirroring1.php is called by a cronjob in the main server every hour. It
retrieves all the records contained in the log table, writes them into a log file and
immediately deletes them from the log table.
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Figure 25: mirroring1.php source code.

The program mirroring2.php is executed every hour by a cronjob in the secondary server.
This program copies the last log file generated by mirroring1.php from the main server to a
local folder via HTTP. Then it reads the file line by line and runs the SQL commands at
the local (secondary) database.

Figure 26: mirroring2.php source code.
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7.5

Graphing

The Graphing module was developed in PHP, using Grace as a drawing tool.

The

programs and files that perform the graphing module tasks are located in the main server
and listed in Table 21.

Table 21: graphing programs and files
Item
graphics.php
make_dimm_graphics3.php
make_guidecam_graphics.php
make_mass_graphics2.php
make_weather_graphics.php
functions.php
Ephemeris
common_files
data_dimm
data_guide
data_mass
data_weather

Purpose
Program that draws the graphs.
Subroutine that draws the DIMM graphs.
Subroutine that draws the guide camera graphs.
Subroutine that draws the MASS graphs.
Subroutine that draws the weather graphs.
Functions used by the program graphics.php
Contains the ephemeris (sunset twilight end and sunrise twilight
begin) for the current year.
Files in this folder contain Grace instructions used to draw the graphs
for all the instruments.
Folder that contains DIMMs temporary data used to draw the graphs
and the graphs themselves.
Folder that contains guide cameras temporary data used to draw the
graphs and the graphs themselves.
Folder that contains MASS temporary data used to draw the graphs
and the graphs themselves.
Folder that contains weather temporary data used to draw the graphs
and the graphs themselves.

The program graphics.php retrieves necessary data from the database, writes the data
obtained into separate text files (one for each graph) and calls Grace to draw the graphs,
with the following parameters: the *.dat filename with the data to be graphed, a batch file
that contains the Grace commands (such as graph labels and the maximum and minimum
values for the graph axes and other graph attributes) and the output filename *.jpg. It is
executed every 5 minutes by a cronjob in order to redraw all the graphs.
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8

DEPLOYMENT

The database was implemented and installed in the main server in a single process, shortly
after its design. It did suffer some small modifications afterwards, due to requirement
changes and a few design improvements; but once it was installed, it has not stopped
working. An identical copy of the database was installed on the secondary machine in
order to test and debug all the programs and scripts during the implementation stage.

After implementation, old data from MASS, DIMMs and guide cameras files were loaded
into the main server database. Then, the Data Acquisition, Graphing and Website modules
were installed and tested separately. Once these modules were working properly in the
main server, the database and data already stored were copied to the secondary machine,
using PostgreSQL built-in functions. The Mirroring module was set up immediately, in
order to preserve all the data. System performance was put to test during twenty four
complete iterations of the mirroring process (24 hours), without registering any
abnormality. A trial period of three months allowed final adjustments needed for the
accurate performance of the SCSDAC to be tested and implemented.

The system is running uninterruptedly, gathering, storing and displaying data from the
measuring instruments. Users interact with the system through the Website. Available user
features and administrative tasks are discussed in the User Manual (Appendix 3).

Figure 27 shows the UML deployment diagram, which contains hardware and software
components of the system.
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Figure 27: UML deployment diagram for SCSDAC

As mentioned before, tests were performed on individual modules and the system as a
whole. The system was verified to accomplish all of the following characteristics:
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Table 22: Tests.
Category
Consistency

Usability

Operation and
performance

Error prevention
and handling

Security

Backup

Item
Data from the instruments (source files or console) are the same as in the database.
Data in the database are the same as in the graphs displayed in the Website.
All the links in the Website work properly.
The Website offers clean, organized, consistent and coherent navigability. All its
pages are identified with titles.
Mandatory fields are properly highlighted.
Users can go backwards easily after making a mistake.
Every section in the source codes has explanatory comments.
The Website is accessible from Java-enabled browsers Internet Explorer and
Netscape.
Data from the measuring instruments are timely stored.
Every function in the Website returns the expected results.
Current data section shows information timely.
A small or medium-sized (up to 45.000 rows) query from the Website retrieves
results in an adequate response time; a query involving too much data may suffer a
time out, especially if it is executed at night and from a remote client.
The mirroring module replicates data in an adequate time.
Data from the measuring instruments are validated before being stored.
Input from Website users is validated.
Specific error messages exist for every type of malfunction in the system and are
listed in the User Manual.
Every data transfer between computers is performed via HTTP except those from
UNIX to Windows machines, which use FTP.
A user validation mechanism exists in those sections of the Website that require
restricted access.
It is possible to generate periodic CD backups of all the data contained in the system.
All the data are backed up every hour into the secondary machine.
The whole system is replicated in the secondary machine. Also it is possible and
very easy to backup all the programs and scripts that compose the SCSDAC.

The objectives of these tests were:
•

To verify that the implementation of each module suits the specifications detailed in
the design stage.

•

To assure proper integration between modules and between programs inside each
module.

•

To guarantee that the software and hardware interact correctly and are appropriate
for each other.

•

To confirm that the system is able to process the needed volume of data.

•

To analyze the execution and response times of the different programs.

The first tests were conducted by isolating the operational modules. For those cases that
generated undesired or unexpected results, adjustments were made to the module and tests
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were carried out again until the desired results were obtained. The interaction between
programs and instruments was especially emphasized.

Response times and workload were verified by two different tests:
•

An exhaustive examination of the system behavior with all the instruments working
at the same time. This allowed verifying that concurrent access to the database
caused no interference between data acquisition programs and system users.

•

Performance of queries requesting small, regular and large amounts of data in the
Website.

Results were satisfactory since response times for small or medium

queries were shorter than database time out and queries were answered adequately.
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9

CONCLUSIONS

Specific objectives stated at the beginning of this project were achieved: The proposed
problem was clearly defined and delimited, through a comprehensive description of the
functional and non-functional requirements of the system and the existing software and
hardware to be used in the project. A solution was designed, implemented and deployed,
satisfying all high priority requirements and granting that the modules comprising the
SCSDAC are thoroughly integrated and cooperate with each other. The system is designed
in such a way that low priority features or other new elements may be added in the future,
without interfering with the components already programmed but collaborating with them.

Fulfilling this set of specific objectives stated has resulted in the full accomplishment of the
purpose of this project, which is to design, implement and deploy a real-time system that
allows collecting, storing and displaying atmospheric conditions information automatically.
The SCSDAC has dramatically improved these processes by making them automatic and
thus more efficient and effective. As expected, the system is now helping to increase the
efficiency of observations that depend on atmospheric conditions and to protect telescopes
and instruments at LCO from damage due to adverse meteorological conditions.

The system also provides new features like automation of administrative tasks and retrieval
of information in diverse formats, which allow users to analyze data and relationships
between variables. In order to support this kind of analysis and automate statistical data
processing, new components can be appended to the system in the future, such as other
types of graphs like histograms and more flexible and complex database queries.

Information collected and organized by the SCSDAC will be of great importance and
support at the moment of deciding where to build the GMT, and will also be very useful to
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conduct statistic studies on atmospheric quantities that have an effect on astronomical
research.

Results obtained by tests conducted during the last stages of the project allow concluding
that user expectations were satisfied. Execution times obtained in the tests were acceptable
considering system work load.

Regarding the development process, exhaustive system and requirements analyses
facilitated and abbreviated the subsequent stages of the project considerably.
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Integrity restrictions
Table

Attribute

Data type

Content
Website administrative options
username
Password for the username
A unique identifier for each of the four
sites
A name for each of the four sites

usr

uname

varchar(15)

location

password
code

varchar(15)
smallint

name

varchar(15)

code
name
description

smallint
varchar(15)
text

location
ip

smallint
inet

port

smallint

flag

boolean

dbdate

timestamp

date
device

timestamp
smallint

device

last_line

type
corrupt_data

dbdate
device
data

catalog

object

log
guidecam

meteostation

hr
name
ra2000
dec2000
vmag
b_v
sed
type
duplicity
dbdate
date
device
hr
flag
code
string
dbdate
date
device
cam
rawfwhm
counts
airmass
altitude
azimuth
filter
flag
dbdate
device
pressure
humidity
temperature
rain
wind_dir
wind_speed

A unique identifier for each instrument
A name for each device
Custom information about the
instrument
Code for instrument location
IP for the instrument control computer
or transmission device
Serial to Ethernet communication port
(weather stations)
Distinguishes available and offline
devices
Date and time when the row is inserted

Date and time when data are collected
Indicates to what device the data
belong to
varchar(3)
Discriminates between different types
of rows from a single device
timestamp
Date and time when the row is inserted
smallint
Indicates to what device the data
belong to
varchar(400) Data contained in the corrupt line of
the file being read
smallint
Star identification number
char(7)
Star name
char(8)
Right ascension
(hours:minutes:seconds) epoch 2000.0
char(9)
Declination (degrees:minutes:seconds)
real
Star magnitude
real
Other star parameters
char(3)
Other star parameters
varchar(13) Object spectral type
varchar(16) Other star parameters
timestamp
Date and time when the row is inserted
timestamp
Date and time when data are collected
smallint
Indicates to what device the data
belong to
smallint
Star identification number
char
Indicates good or bad data
bigserial
A unique identifier for the row
text
A complete database transaction
timestamp
Date and time when the row is inserted
timestamp
Date and time when data are collected
smallint
Camera identifier
char
Camera number
real
FWHM (seeing)
integer
Light intensity
real
Airmass
real
Star coordinates
real
Star coordinates
char
Filter type being used in guide camera
char
Identifies good data (g) and manually
flagged out (m) data
timestamp
Date and time when the row is inserted
smallint
Weather station identifier
real
Air pressure (Hg inches)
real
Relative humidity of the air
real
Air temperature (Fº)
real
Daily rain (inches)
real
Wind direction
real
Wind speed (mph)
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Primary
key

Foreign
key

X

Not
null
X
X

X
X

location

X

device

X
X
X

device

X

X
X

device
catalog

X
X
X

device

X
X

device

X

dimm_five

dimm_seven

rain_rate
battery
transmitter
flag

real
real
real
char

dbdate
date
device
airmass
measurements

timestamp
timestamp
smallint
real
smallint

fx
fy
t1_flux
dx
dy
t1_fwhm

real
real
integer
real
real
real

t1_fx
t1_fy
t1_fnoise
t1_scnt1
t1_scnt2
t1_str1
t1_str2
t2_fwhm

real
real
real
real
real
real
real
real

t2_fx
t2_fy
t2_flux
t2_fnoise
t2_scnt1
t2_scnt2
t2_str1
t2_str2
flag

real
real
integer
real
real
real
real
real
char

dbdate
date
device
airmass
measurements

timestamp
timestamp
smallint
real
smallint

fwhm

real

f_lin
f_exp
flux
dx
flag

real
real
integer
real
char

dimm_seven_t1t2 dbdate
date
device
msecs
exposures

mass_led

timestamp
timestamp
smallint
smallint
smallint

fwhm
flux
f_noise
scnt1
scnt2
str1

real
integer
real
real
real
real

str2

real

flag

char

dbdate
date
device

timestamp
timestamp
smallint

Rain rate
Console battery voltage
Console transmitter status
Identifies good (g), bad quality (q),
corrupt (e) or manually flagged (m)
data
Date and time when the row is inserted
Date and time when data are collected
DIMM identifier
Airmass
Average number of correct exposures
completed to obtain data
Longitudinal seeing
Transversal seeing
Average total flux (light intensity)

X
X

device

Mean image distance in x
Mean image distance in y
FWHM (seeing) measured in exposure
time t1
Longitudinal seeing
Transversal seeing
Read noise variance in FWHM units
Left object scintillation index
Right object scintillation index
Left object average strehl index
Right object average strehl index
FWHM (seeing) measured in exposure
time t2
Longitudinal seeing
Transversal seeing
Read noise variance in FWHM units
Left object scintillation index
Right object scintillation index
Left object average strehl index
Right object average strehl index
Identifies good (g) and manually
flagged out (m) data
Date and time when the row is inserted
Date and time when data are collected
DIMM identifier
Airmass
Average number of correct expositions
completed to obtain data
FWHM (seeing) modified tokovinin
exponential extrapolation
2 pt exponential extrapolation
6 pt extrapolation
Light intensity
Mean image distance in x
Identifies good (g) and manually
flagged out (m) data
Date and time when the row is inserted
Date and time when data are collected
DIMM identifier
Effective exposure time
Number of measurements completed to
obtain data
FWHM (seeing)
Average total flux (light intensity)
Read noise variance
Left object scintillation index
Right object scintillation index
Left object average Strehl index
estimate
Right object average Strehl index
estimate
Identifies good (g) manually flagged
out (m) data
Date and time when the row is inserted
Date and time when data are collected
MASS identifier
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X
X

device

X
X
X

device

X
X

device

mass_fatr

temp

real

light
flux_a

real
real

e_flux_a

real

par_a
flux_b

real
real

e_flux_b

real

par_b
flux_c

real
real

e_flux_c

real

par_c
flux_d

real
real

e_flux_d

real

par_d
flag

real
char

dbdate
date
device
airmass
flux_a

timestamp
timestamp
smallint
real
real

e_flux_a

real

flux_b

real

e_flux_b

real

flux_c

real

e_flux_c

real

flux_d

real

e_flux_d

real

fsee

real

e_fsee

real

fheff
e_fheff

integer
real

isopl
e_isopl
tau

real
real
real

e_tau

real

tl_chi2

real

tl_seencn

real

tl_z1

real

tl_cn2_1

real

tl_z2
tl_cn2_2

real
real

tl_z3
tl_cn2_3

real
real

LED temperature at observation time
(Cº)
LED relative intensity level
Channel A LED flux
(counts/milliseconds)
Channel A LED flux relative error
(counts/milliseconds)
Non-Poisson parameter for channel A
Channel B LED flux
(counts/milliseconds)
Channel B LED flux relative error
(counts/milliseconds)
Non-Poisson parameter for channel B
Channel C LED flux
(counts/milliseconds)
Channel C LED flux relative error
(counts/milliseconds)
Non-Poisson parameter for channel C
Channel D LED flux
(counts/milliseconds)
Channel D LED flux relative error
(counts/milliseconds)
Non-Poisson parameter for channel D
Identifies good (g), bad quality (q) or
manually flagged out (m) data
Date and time when the row is inserted
Date and time when data are collected
MASS identifier
Airmass
Light flux for channel A (relative
counts/ms)
Flux error for channel A (relative
counts/ms)
Light flux for channel B (relative
counts/ms)
Flux error for channel B (relative
counts/ms)
Light flux for channel C (relative
counts/ms)
Flux error for channel C (relative
counts/ms)
Light flux for channel D (relative
counts/ms)
Flux error for channel D (relative
counts/ms)
Free atmosphere seeing (arcseconds)
computed from averaged Cn2
turbulence moments
Free atmosphere seeing error
(arcseconds)
Turbulence effective altitude (meters)
Turbulence effective altitude error
(meters)
Isoplanatic angle (arcseconds)
Isoplanatic angle error (arcseconds)
Atmospheric time constant
(milliseconds)
Atmospheric time constant error
(milliseconds)
Method L Chi2 for model fit to
turbulence profile
Method L Free atmosphere
(arcseconds) seeing calculated from
turbulence profile
Layer 1 altitude for method L (meters)
method L turbulence integral at layer 1
(m1/3)
Layer 2 altitude for method L (meters)
method L turbulence integral at layer 2
(m1/3)
Layer 3 altitude for method L (meters)
method L turbulence integral at layer 3
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X
X

device

rl_a

real

rl_b

real

rl_c

real

rl_d

real

rl_ab

real

rl_ac

real

rl_ad

real

rl_bc

real

rl_bd

real

rl_cd

real

tx_chi2

real

tx_seencn

real

tx_cn2_1

real

tx_cn2_2

real

tx_cn2_3

real

tx_cn2_4

real

tx_cn2_5

real

tx_cn2_6

real

rx_a

real

rx_b

real

rx_c

real

rx_d

real

rx_ab

real

rx_ac

real

rx_ad

real

rx_bc

real

rx_bd

real

rx_cd

real

flag

varchar(2)

mass_background dbdate
date
device
a
b
c
d
flag

timestamp
timestamp
smallint
real
real
real
real
char

mass_scint

timestamp
timestamp
smallint

dbdate
date
device

(m1/3)
Relative residual for channel A
(method L)
Relative residual for channel B
(method L)
Relative residual for channel C
(method L)
Relative residual for channel D
(method L)
Relative residual for channels A and B
(method L)
Relative residual for channels A and C
(method L)
Relative residual for channels A and D
(method L)
Relative residual for channels B and C
(method L)
Relative residual for channels B and D
(method L)
Relative residual for channels C and D
(method L)
Method X Chi2 for model fit to
turbulence profile
Method X Free atmosphere
(arcseconds) seeing calculated from
trubulence profile
Method X turbulence integral at 500
meters (m1/3)
Method X turbulence integral at 1000
meters (m1/3)
Method X turbulence integral at 2000
meters (m1/3)
Method X turbulence integral at 4000
meters (m1/3)
Method X turbulence integral at 8000
meters (m1/3)
Method X turbulence integral at 16000
meters (m1/3)
Method X relative residual for channel
A
Method X relative residual for channel
B
Method X relative residual for channel
C
Method X relative residual for channel
D
Method X relative residual for
channels A and B
Method X relative residual for
channels A and C
Method X relative residual for channel
A and D
Method X relative residual for channel
B and C
Method X relative residual for channel
B and D
Method X relative residual for channel
C and D
Identifies incomplete, good (g), bad
quality (q) or manually flagged out (m)
data
Date and time when the row is inserted
Date and time when data are collected
MASS identifier
Channel A parameter
Channel B parameter
Channel C parameter
Channel D parameter
Identifies good data (g) and manually
flagged out (m) data
Date and time when the row is inserted
Date and time when data are collected
MASS identifier
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X
X

device

X
X

device

si_a
e_si_a
si_b
e_si_b
si_c
e_si_c
si_d
e_si_d
flag

real
real
real
real
real
real
real
real
char

Channel A scintillation index
Channel A scintillation index error
Channel B scintillation index
Channel B scintillation index error
Channel C scintillation index
Channel C scintillation index error
Channel D scintillation index
Channel D scintillation index error
Identifies good data (g) and manually
flagged out (m) data
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APPENDIX 2: Glossary of Uncommon Terms and Acronyms

A/D: Analog to Digital.
Arc-sec: 1/3600 of a degree
CCD: Charge Coupled Device
CPU: Central Process Unit.
DC: Direct Current
ELT: Extremely Large Telescope
FCC: Federal Communication Commission
FWHM: Full Width at Half Maximum
GMT: Giant Magellan Telescope
GPL: General Public License
GPS: Global Positioning System
GUI: Graphical User Interface
HTML: Hyper Text Markup Language
IR: Infrared
ISS: Integrated Sensor Suite
LCO: Las Campanas Observatory
MIT: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
OS/2: An operating system.
PHP: Recursive acronym for PHP Preprocessor.
SCSDAC: Real Time System for Collection, Storage and Display of Atmospheric
Conditions Information at Las Campanas Observatory
SQL: Standard Query Language. A language for database definition and querying
TCP/IP: Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
UML: Unified Modeling Language
URL: Uniform Resource Locator
VMS: Virtual Memory System
WYSIWYG: what you see is what you get.
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INTRODUCTION

SCSDAC definition
The SCSDAC is a real-time system that allows collecting, storing and displaying
atmospheric conditions information automatically. The objectives of the system are to aid
in the selection of the best site for the GMT, to increase the efficiency of processes that
depend on atmospheric conditions and to aid in the protection of LCO’s instruments from
risks that certain meteorological phenomena imply for them.

SCSDAC general description
The system gathers data from:
• weather stations,
• DIMMs,
• guide cameras and
• a MASS.
These devices measure atmospheric quantities, which are stored in the database. Current
and historical information for selected instruments and time frame can be retrieved and
displayed as graphs or text in the SCSDAC website.

Purpose of the document
This document contains information regarding the operation of the SCSDAC. It contains
instructions for the system administrator on how to interact with the system and how to deal
with unexpected situations. It also contains directions for users who interact with the
system through the website.
The document should be read in its entirety by the system administrator. It can also be
used as a reference to perform different administration tasks.

Related documents
•
•
•
•

SCSDAC System Structure Document
Vantage Pro Serial Support 2.0
MASS Software Version 2.04 User Guide
CTIO RoboDIMM Version 2.3 Software Description

Conventions
•
•

Program and file names and their paths are written in cursive.
Commands and paragraphs extracted from files are in courier new.
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OVERVIEW
The hardware components of the SCSDAC are distributed as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: SCSDAC network.

The instruments at Manqui, Saddle, Alcaino and Las Campanas sites measure the
atmospheric quantities. The main server contains:
• the programs that acquire data from the instruments and store them into the
database,
• the database itself,
• the website and web server that allow data retrieval,
• the programs that draw graphs for the atmospheric information and
• a mirroring system that keeps a back up at the secondary server.
These tasks are separated into 5 modules that interact as seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: SCSDAC modules.
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The main roles of the people who interact with the system are three:
•
•
•

Users: people who search the website for public data. They can only access the
public section of the website,
Telescope Operators: they receive automatic warning emails from the system
when weather conditions change.
System Administrator: he supervises all system tasks. He can access all of the
information of the website and has permissions to modify instruments data.
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USER TASKS

Accessing GMT site testing website
The GMT site testing website (GUI for the SCSDAC) can be reached by the “Site testing”
link at the LCO Homepage or by typing http://sitetest2.lco.cl/~mperez/ directly in the
internet browser (Internet Explorer or Netscape).
The homepage (Figure 3) has two frames:
•
•

Main Menu
Welcome Message

The Main Menu contains the following links
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home: homepage
Current Graphics: page that contains the real time graphs for each instrument
Instrument Data: page that contains a form that allows selecting what instrument,
quantities and time frame are to be displayed.
Cross Instrument Correlation: not yet implemented.
Multi-location Plots: not yet implemented.
Statistics and Histograms: not yet implemented.
Administrative Options: login page for administrative options.

Figure 3: GMT site testing homepage.

View current atmospheric conditions data
To view the current atmospheric conditions data, open the Current graphs page from the
Main Menu.
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Figure 4: Current graphs form.

First select the desired location and then the instrument. To see the graphs, click the
“Submit” button.
The weather stations collect data 24 h/d. The MASS, DIMMs and guide cameras show
data corresponding to the current night if it is observation time and last night data if it is
not.

Figure 5: Current graphs.
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View historic conditions data
This page (accessed from Historic Data link in the Main Menu) allows displaying data for
a custom location, instrument and time frame in a custom display style (graphs or data list)

Figure 6: Historic data form.

First select the location and instrument and then the time frame. Then choose to view the
data whether as a list or in graphs. Next select the desired quantities to show by clicking on
the “Select Data Fields” button.

Figure 7: Quantities available for weather stations data lists.

Finally click on the “Submit” button to see the result of the query.
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ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS

Accessing the administrative section
The administrative section login page can be accessed by clicking on the link
“administrative options” in the Main Menu. A username and password is required to avoid
malicious use of the database.

Figure 8: Administrative section login.

If the username and password are correct, the user is redirected to the Administrative
Options Main Menu. Currently, the available tasks are managing instruments and flagging
data.

Figure 9: Administrative options menu.

Instruments administration

Figure 10: Instruments administration page.

This page allows adding a new instrument or modifying/deleting an existing one. It is
accessed by clicking on the “Instruments” link seen in Figure 9. Choose the desired device
from the drop-down list and click on the appropriate button.
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Adding an instrument
Instruments that can be added are: guide cameras for the Magellan telescopes, weather
stations, DIMMs and MASSs. If a guide camera is to be added, please refer to section
4.2.4. For all other devices, make sure that all the software and hardware are set up and
connected as explained in chapter 5 before performing any operation in the website. Then
enter the “Instruments administration” section and click on the “New” button shown in
Figure 10 and fill the following form (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Adding a new instrument.

The fields are:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Type: instrument category. Options available are: weather station, ST-5 or ST-7
DIMM and MASS.
Name: a name for the instrument. Weather stations and MASSs can be named
freely (15 chars max). Location name is an advisable convention. DIMMs must be
named with their own name, as in their log files (for example DIMM A is named
“A” as in its log file dimmA_date_5.see).
Description: description of the instrument. This field is used for naming the
devices in the website (15 chars max recommended).
Location: one of the four sites being tested by the SCSDAC system: Alcaíno Peak,
Campanas Peak, Manqui or Saddle.
IP: IP of the instrument control computer (of the serial to Ethernet converter for the
weather stations).
Port: (for weather stations only) a port is needed to establish connection between
computer and station console.
Status: options are active or inactive. Data from instruments marked inactive will
not be stored into the database and will not be shown in the website (“current data”
section). It is advisable to mark instruments as inactive when they are being
repaired.
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Sample instrument information:

Figure 12: Information for a sample instrument.

Once the form is filled, the instrument can be added to the system by clicking the “Submit”
button. An alert message is raised, containing the cronjobs that must be added into the
main server (sitetest2) crontab, in order to finish installation properly.

Figure 13: Alert message risen after adding a MASS.

To edit the crontab, enter the appropriate session (either mperez or jurrutia) at sitetest2 and
type
crontab -e
into the shell. Then simply paste the line into the crontab file and save it. It is strongly
recommended to copy the new cronjob into the secondary machine (sitetest1) too, but
commented out (with a heading ‘#’).
The cronjobs vary, depending on the instrument:
• Weather station
*/15

*

*

*

* /home/mperez/stations/check_stations.php xxx

where xxx is the station ID generated by the system. Make sure to copy the ID, as
this is the only instance to obtain it without querying the database.
•

ST-5 DIMM
*/2 0-7,21-23 * * * /home/jurrutia/dimm/dimm.php x 5.see
>>/home/jurrutia/dimm/logs/cronlog_dimmx
0 12 *

*

* /home/jurrutia/dimm/logs/batch2.php x

0 17 *

*

* /home/jurrutia/dimm/batch1.php x
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•

ST-7 DIMM
*/2 0-7,21-23 * * * /home/jurrutia/dimm/dimm.php x 7.see
>>/home/jurrutia/dimm/logs/cronlog_dimmx
*/2 0-7,21-23 * * * /home/jurrutia/dimm/dimm.php x 7.t12
>>/home/jurrutia/dimm/logs/cronlog_dimmx
0 12 * * * /home/jurrutia/dimm/logs/batch2.php x
0 17 * * * /home/jurrutia/dimm/batch1.php x

where x is DIMM’s name.
Note: make sure to install FTP server and ISS on the new DIMM’s computer as
explained in section 5.4.
•

MASS 1
*/2 0-7,21-23 * * * /home/jurrutia/mass/mass.php
>>/home/jurrutia/mass/logs/crontlog
0 12 * * * /home/jurrutia/mass/logs/batch2.php

Updating details of an instrument
To modify the information of an instrument, select it from the drop-down list in the
“Instruments Administration” page (Figure 10) and click on the “Update” button. A form
that allows modifying the details is displayed as in Figure 14:

Figure 14: Instrument information update form.

The task of changing the location of an instrument is not considered as an update: in order
to keep track of the data gathered in the old location, the instrument should be marked
inactive and added to the system with the new location, as if it were a new device.

1

The MASS mechanism considers that only one MASS exists. To add a new device, the mass.php code must
be modified: the MASS name should be a parameter of the program and the SQL query that retrieves the
MASS information from the database should contain a “where code = …” clause (as in the dimm.php
program).
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If the status of an instrument is to be changed, remember to comment out or activate the
corresponding entries in the crontab, according to the status.
Do not forget to mark as inactive an instrument being repaired, especially if it is a weather
station. This will prevent many mail inboxes from being filled with annoying warning
emails.
If a DIMM is to be changed from st-5 to st-7 or vice versa, the only action needed is to
verify the cronjobs in jurrutia session in the main server as explained in section 4.2.1.
Make sure:
•
•

to comment out the cronjobs not being used and
to copy the modified cronjobs into the secondary server crontab (but all of them
commented out).

Deleting an instrument
To delete an instrument, select it from the drop-down list in the “Instruments
Administration” page (Figure 10) and click on the “Delete” button.
This operation should be executed with extreme caution as it not only deletes the
instrument permanently from the system; it also erases from the database all the data
obtained by that instrument. If the data are to be kept, mark the instrument inactive.
When an instrument is eliminated from the system, its cronjob(s) 2 should be deleted from
the crontab.

Guide cameras
Managing Magellan guide cameras has some differences with the other instruments. The
telescopes currently have two guide cameras each; when adding or deleting a camera, the
operation should be performed first specifying the telescope.
By selecting a group of guide cameras from the drop-down list in the “Instruments
Administration” page, the options available are displayed as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Modifying Magellan guide cameras.
2

The cronjobs are described in section 4.2.1 of this document and in the system structure document in the
section 3.1.6
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To add a new camera to the telescope, click the “New Camera” button, enter the camera
number and click the “Accept” button (Figure 16).

Figure 16: Adding a new guide camera.

To delete an existing camera from the system, select its number from the drop-down list
and click the “Delete” button (Figure 15). This will not delete the data from the database.

Flagging bad data

Figure 17: Flagging out bad data.

This section allows manually selecting data from the database and marking them as “bad”.
The page is accessed by clicking the “Flag Bad Data” link from the “Administrative
options” page. Flagged out data will not be considered for any graph or calculation in the
website.
Select the location, instrument and time frame and click the “Submit” button. A list with
the selected data will be displayed as in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Displaying selected data.
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Mark the checkboxes at the end of each row to flag out bad data. Use the “Toggle All”
button to select all the displayed data. By clicking the “Submit” button the SQL command
is executed in the appropriate table in the database, changing the flag field.

Updating ephemeris file
The ephemeris file is used by several functions. It contains sunset and sunrise time
information only for the current year. Make sure to update this file every year on
January 1 in the following folders in the main server:
•

/home/jurrutia/

•

/home/mperez/public_html/lib/

The format of the dates and time should be those of the 2005 ephemeris file in
http://www.lco.cl/lco/ephemeris/. If the format changes, consequent changes should be
made in the twilight function in file functions.php in the folders named above.
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SYSTEM COMPUTERS CONFIGURATION
This section describes the software of the computers involved in the system.

Main server sitetest2

Figure 19: Main server software and tools.

The main server is configured with Linux Fedora Core 3. The database, web server, PHP
parser and Grace (graph drawing tool) are needed for the system to work properly. The
C++ compiler is used when adding a new weather station.

mperez user
The home folder for mperez contains:
Item
Content
SQL codes for tables, views, functions and triggers.
database
Installation folder for Grace.
grace
Files for the Graphing module.
graphics
public_html The website and a special folder called files used by the mirroring
module.
All the files for weather data acquisition.
stations
The detailed content of the folders and the execution flow of the programs as well as the
cronjobs that call them are listed in the System Structure Document.

jurrutia user
The home folder for jurrutia contains:
Item
dimm
guiidecam
mass
ephemeris

Content
Files that perform the DIMM data acquisition.
Files that perform the guide camera data acquisition.
Files that perform the MASS data acquisition.
File that contains sunset and sunrise ephemeris for the current year
(used by functions.php).
functions.php Functions shared by DIMM, MASS and guide cameras data acquisition
problems.
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The detailed content of the folders and the execution flow of the programs as well as the
cronjobs that call them are listed in the System Structure Document.

Secondary server sitetest1
The secondary server is set up as a latent mirror of the main server: it contains the same
users, cronjobs, folders, files, programs and database. The cronjobs that are active in the
main server are commented out in the secondary and vice versa. The only active cronjob in
the secondary server is:
15 * * * * /home/mperez/public_html/files/mirroring2.php
Which calls mirroring2.php every hour (0:15, 1:15, etc).

MASS computer

Figure 20: MASS computer software and tools.

The MASS computer is configured with Linux Fedora Core 3. It contains the MASS
software, running on OS user josip and the Apache web server (port 80 must be accessible
for sitetest2).
Folder /home/josip/public_html contains:
Item
*.mass
copy.php

Purpose
MASS output data file.
Program that copies the *.mass file for the current night, from its
original folder into public_html.

A cronjob calls copy.php every minute:
*/1 17-23,0-9 * * * /home/josip/public_html/copy.php >/dev/null 2>&

DIMM computers

Figure 21: DIMM computer software and tools.
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The DIMM computer is configured with Windows XP. It contains the DIMM software,
running on OS user sitetest, an FTP server and the IIS web server (ports 21 and 80 must be
accessible for sitetest2).
The FTP server must have a user called sitetest with the password fried53. This user must
have r/w permissions in its ftp home folder, which must be C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\. It is
strongly recommended to put the FTP server on the computer startup (put a link to the FTP
executable file in start/startup folder). Configure the FTP server to start its service when
executed (this is not done by default). Remember to allow ftp traffic through the Windows
firewall.
Folder C:\Inetpub\wwwroot contains:
Item
*.t12, *.see
Copy.bat
Delete.bat

Purpose
DIMM output data files.
Program that copies the DIMM data files for the current night, from its
original folder into wwwroot.
Deletes old data files from wwwroot folder every week.

Two scheduled tasks 3 are programmed:
•
•

Execute copy.bat every 2 minutes during observing time (at night).
Execute delete.bat every week.

To run the DIMM for the first time, edit the copy.bat file and replace the date it contains
with the current.

Magellan guide cameras computers

Figure 22: Guide cameras computer software.

A web server is active and the guide cameras output *.dat files must be reachable at
http://magXtcs.lco.cl/~magXop/seeing/, where X is either 1 for Baade telescope or 2 for
Clay (port 80 must be accessible for sitetest2).

3

When scheduling a task in Windows, apparently the smaller time frame is a day. Accept it and enter the
advanced properties of the task to set up a smaller period.
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EXCEPTIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS

How to replace main server with the secondary
If the SCSDAC main server has hardware or software problems that obstruct the normal
performance of the system, the secondary machine can replace it indefinitely to minimize
the data loss. As stated before, the secondary server is set up as a latent mirror of the main
server: it contains the same users, cronjobs, folders, files, programs and database.
First make sure that the main server is stopped or at least disconnected from the intranet.
Then go to the secondary machine and load the triggers from the file
/home/mperez/database/trigger.sql, using the following commands:
[mperez@sitetest1 ~]$ psql sitetest
sitetest=# \i /home/mperez/database/trigger.sql

Then verify that all the cronjobs needed are active (not commented out) in the crontabs for
mperez and jurrutia users:
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 cronjob for each weather station plus a cronjob for check_wdata.php.
2 cronjob for each Magellan telescope containing active guide cameras.
3 cronjbs for each st-5 DIMM.
4 cronjbs for each st-7 DIMM.
2 cronjobs for the MASS.
1 cronjob for the graphing module.

This is a good reason to replicate changes performed in the main server crontab
immediately into the secondary. If the main server crashes and can not be turned on,
setting up the secondary server crontab will require a little work.
It is very important to comment out (by inserting a “#” at the beginning of the line) the
following cronjob contained in mperez crontab:
15

*

*

*

* /home/mperez/public_html/files/mirroring2.php

which is active in the secondary server because it serves the mirroring process.

How to store data older than the current date and time
Special programs are required to perform this task, because the system programs are
specifically designed for its real-time task; they do not accept data with a date and time
older than the last row inserted into the database.

DIMM
Put the data files into folder /home/jurrutia/dimm/.
dimm_olddata.php with the following instruction:
$ php dimm_olddata.php X Y.YYY Z
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Then execute the program

where X is the DIMM name, Y.YYY is the file type 4 (*5.see, *7.see or *7.t12) and Z is the
file date in the same format in its name.

MASS
Make sure that the data files are in /home/josip/public_html (at the MASS control
computer). Execute the program /home/jurrutia/mass/mass_olddata.php with the following
instruction:
$ php mass_olddata.php Z
where Z is the file date in the same format in its name.

Working directly with the database
To obtain information directly from the database, start a PostGreSQL session from a user
account that has permissions on the database (jurrutia or mperez) by typing
$ psql sitetest
into the shell in the main server. Then search for the desired information by creating the
adequate query. For example, to request weather station codes, type
# select * from devices;

How to add a new star to the SCSDAC catalog
The SCSDAC uses the star catalog from the MASS, with a few additions. To add a new
star, enter the database and type:
# insert into catalog values(hr, ‘name’, ‘RA2000’, ‘DEC2000’, vmag, b_v,
# ‘sed’, ‘type’, ‘duplicity’);

Replace the fields between the brackets with the appropriate values. All values must be
entered; only duplicity can be replaced by the word null (or by ‘’) if the value is unknown.
To display all the stars available and their characteristics, type:
# select * from catalog;

Or
# select hr, name from catalog;

to display only HR and star names.

Note: When a star is not in the catalogue, an error message is written to the log of the
instrument.
4

When storing data from a *5.see file, the *5.t12 data are also stored. Make sure that the file is available or
the rows in the database will remain incomplete.
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How to insert a line into last_line table
This task should be performed only when suggested in the error messages table, by typing:
# insert into last_line (date,device,type) values (“value1”,”value2”,value3”);

where value1 is a date older than the next to be inserted, value2 is the device code and
value3 is the line “type” (to view available types for every instrument, select*from
last_line;).
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BACKING UP THE DATABASE

It is strongly recommended to back up the SCSDAC database periodically. To carry out
this task, execute the script named backup in folder /home/jurrutia/db/ by typing
$./backup
in the shell. A compressed file is obtained, containing all the data needed to replace the
database in case of failure. The duration of the process will depend on the amount of data
being backed up (it may be a minute for a month of data or more). It is recommended to
perform this task from the secondary server after mirroring process, which is scheduled at
15 minutes past the hour (every hour). If for any reason the backup is to be carried out in
the main server, execute it during the day, while only weather stations are collecting data.
There is no need to stop the database while backing up.
For further backup options, please refer to PostgreSQL documentation, functions
pg_dump and pg_dumpall.
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ERROR MESSAGES

DIMM
Error message
Unable to connect to DIMM X database.

Possible cause
Database is down.
Database time out.

Unable to select dimm X code from
database.

The DIMM is missing in the device table.
The DIMM name does not correspond to the
device ID.
Database is down.
Database time out.

Unable to open file "filename" for DIMM
X

There is a connection problem between server
and DIMM computer.

Unable to retrieve last inserted date from
database for DIMM X.

The DIMM has not started working yet
There is a problem in the copy.bat file (see
system structure document for more
information on this process).
Database is down.
Database time out.
last_line table has been modified.

Unable to insert data into DIMM X
database.

Database is down.
Database time out.
Database is down.
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Solution
Start the database daemon.
Wait for the next loop of the program. If the problem persists,
check if the dimmX.php is in the OS list of running processes.
Add the DIMM as a new instrument.
Check the cronjob parameters and the name and code in the
device table.
Start the database daemon.
Wait for the next loop of the program. If the problem persists,
check the OS list of running processes.
Check the cables and the Ethernet board in both computers.
Check the IP of the DIMM control computer in the device
table.
Wait until it starts.
Check the date in the file and the scheduled task that calls it.

Start the database daemon.
Wait for the next loop of the program. If the problem persists,
check the OS list of running processes.
Insert a line for that DIMM in last_line table. Date must be
older than the lines that are going to be inserted.
Start the database daemon.
Wait for the next loop of the program. If the problem persists,
check the OS list of running processes.
Start the database daemon.

Unable to select last object from DIMM
X database
Unable to insert object into DIMM X
database

Database is down.

Start the database daemon.

Databasetable
last_line
time has
out.been modified.

Insert
Wait for
a line
the for
nextthat
loop
DIMM
of theinprogram.
last_line Iftable.
the problem
Date must
persists,
be
older
checkthan
the OS
the list
lines
ofthat
running
are going
processes.
to be inserted.
Start the database daemon.
Wait for the next loop of the program. If the problem persists,
check the OS list of running processes.
Add the new object to the catalog table.

Database is down.
Database time out.

The object used by the DIMM has no entry in
the catalog table.
Error while reading file type for DIMM X The conjob parameter (file type) is incorrect.

Modify the cronjob; the parameter must be 5.see, 7.see or
7.t12.

MASS
Error message
Unable to connect to MASS database

Possible cause
Database is down.
Database time out.

Unable to retrieve MASS' ip from
database

The MASS is missing in the device table.
Database is down.
Database time out.

Solution
Start the database daemon.
Wait for the next loop of the program. If the problem persists,
check the OS list of running processes.
Add the MASS as a new instrument.

Start the database daemon.
Wait for the next loop of the program. If the problem persists,
check the OS list of running processes.
There is a connection problem between server and Check the cables and the Ethernet board in both computers.
MASS computer.
Check the IP of the MASS control computer in the device
table.
The MASS has not started working yet
Wait until it starts.
There is a problem in the copy.php file (see
Check the date in the file and the cronjob that calls it.
system structure document for more information
on this process).
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Unable to retrieve last inserted date from Database is down.
database for MASS
Database time out.

Start the database daemon.
Wait for the next loop of the program. If the problem persists,
check the OS list of running processes.

last_line table has been modified.
Unable to insert background data into
MASS database.
Unable to insert led fluxes data into
MASS database.
Unable to insert scint indices data into
MASS database.
Unable to insert fluxes data into MASS
database.
Unable to insert atmosferic parameters
data into MASS database
Unable to insert turbulence profiles data
(L) into MASS database
Unable to insert turbulence profiles data
(X) into MASS database
Unable to insert diffs of scint indices (L)
into MASS database
Unable to insert diffs of scint indices (X)
into MASS database
Unable to insert object data into MASS
database

Insert a line for the MASS in last_line table. Date must be
older than the lines that are going to be inserted.
Start the database daemon.
Wait for the next loop of the program. If the problem persists,
check the OS list of running processes.

Database is down.
Database time out.

Database is down.
Database time out.
The object used by the MASS has no entry in the
catalog table.
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Start the database daemon.
Wait for the next loop of the program. If the problem persists,
check the OS list of running processes.
Add the new object to the catalog table.

GUIDECAMS
Error message
Unable to open file “filename” at Magellan x
tcs.

Unable to connect to Magellan x guidecam
database

Possible cause
There is a connection problem between
server and Magellan guide cameras
computer.
The guide cameras have not started
working yet
Database is down.
Database time out.

Unable to retrieve last inserted line from
Magellan X guidecam database

Database is down.
Database time out.
last_line table has been modified.

Unable to insert data into Magellan X
guidecam database

Database is down.
Database time out.
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Solution
Check the cables and the Ethernet board in both computers.
Check the HTTP server of the guide cameras computer.
Wait until they start.
Start the database daemon.
Wait for the next loop of the program. If the problem persists,
check the OS list of running processes.
Start the database daemon.
Wait for the next loop of the program. If the problem persists,
check the OS list of running processes.
Insert a line for the guide cameras in last_line table. Date must
be older than the lines that are going to be inserted.
Start the database daemon.
Wait for the next loop of the program. If the problem persists,
check the OS list of running processes.

WEATHER STATIONS
Error message
Connection to database failed 5

Possible cause
Database is down.
Database time out.

Host not found

There is a connection problem between
server and weather station console.
The IP is incorrect.

There is a connection problem between
server and weather station console.
The weather station is not working.
There may be 2 instances of the program
Can't create a socket
connecting to the same IP (serial to
Ethernet converters admit only one
connection).
The weather station does not wake up.
Problem in wake up sequence, trying drain
The weather station does not wake up
Wake up failed
after 3 attempts.
Error: can't read data from the weather The console has stopped sending data.
station. Read time out.
The console has sent at least 25
Error: data incorrect
corrupted packets in a row.
Error: Station working with incorrect data
Bad weather conditions.
Warning: bad atmospheric conditions.
Error: can't connect to the station

5

Data will be stored in a temporary file.
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Solution
Start the database daemon.
Wait for the next loop of the program. If the problem persists,
check the OS list of running processes.
Check the cables, serial to Ethernet converter and the main
server Ethernet board.
Check the IP of the serial to Ethernet converter in the device
table.
Check the cables, serial to Ethernet converter and the main
server Ethernet board.
Check weather station console.
Check that every station has a unique IP in the device table.

Wait for the next loop of the program.
Check the weather station console.
Wait for the next loop of the program. If the problem persists,
check the weather station console.
The program will restart automatically. If the problem
persists, check the weather station console.
…

UNSOLVED ISSUES
•

Sometimes a dimm.php process persists executing in the main server after sunrise.
The origin of this inconvenience is unknown, but it can be solved by listing the
processes running in the operating system and then killing the process:
$ ps –A
$ kill xxxx
where xxxx is the process ID shown by the ps command.

•

Occasionally the *.dat output files for the guide cameras contain one or more lines
with incorrect date and time (earlier than the line above). This kind of lines are
considered and stored as corrupt data.
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